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We examine multi-generational impacts of positive in utero health
interventions using a new research design that exploits sharp in-
creases in prenatal Medicaid eligibility that occurred in some states.
Our analyses are based on U.S. Vital Statistics Natality files, which
enables linkages between individuals’ early life Medicaid exposure
and the next generation’s health at birth. We find evidence that the
health benefits associated with treated generations’ early life pro-
gram exposure extend to later offspring. Our results suggest that
the returns on early life health investments may be substantively
underestimated.
JEL: I1, I13, I14

There is substantial evidence that health and socioeconomic inequalities persist
across generations. A growing number of studies suggest that differences in early
life health environments may causally contribute to these disparities. Negative
shocks to the in utero environment, in particular, have been found to be harmful
to individuals’ later life health and earnings. A handful of studies also examine
positive interventions and find that policies intended to improve early life experi-
ences generate better adult outcomes (Almond and Currie, 2011; Almond, Currie
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and Duque, 2018). By extension, literatures in economics, epidemiology and child
development predict that the causal impacts of these interventions should echo
beyond the exposed generation, onto later offspring. Little is known, however,
about the extent to which the early life environment affects future generations,
or the potential for public policy to alter such linkages.

We consider whether public health interventions experienced in utero affect the
next generation’s health. We focus on the impact of the largest source of health-
related services for low-income individuals in the United States: the Medicaid
program. Changes in program rules during the 1980s expanded access to low-
income pregnant women who were not already connected to Medicaid through
the welfare system, and led to a dramatic increase in prenatal coverage. There
was considerable variation in the timing and magnitude of these expansions across
states, which prior empirical research has harnessed to document the program’s
beneficial effects on cohorts who gained in utero access. We build on this “first
generation” research to investigate whether positive policy interventions in one
generation transmit to the next generation.

Our study makes three contributions. First, within the active “early origins”
literature, the vast majority of causal studies confine their analyses to treated
cohorts. While an ever-expanding number of animal experiments provide com-
pelling evidence that the effects of early life environments can be transmitted to
later generations,1 human studies are more rare. We contribute to this literature
by using a quasi-experimental design to document multi-generational effects in
humans.

Second, we focus on documenting generationally persistent effects of a widespread
policy-driven intervention. Most of what we do know about how individuals’ early
life health experiences affect their later offspring comes from studies of exposure
to disasters such as famine and disease outbreaks, which may not compare well
to the effects of more common (and malleable) health experiences. This is an
important gap – particularly in light of current political debates about the cost
of publicly provided health insurance – as substantive multiplier effects to future
generations would suggest that existing benefit-cost calculations underestimate
the true value of government investments in children’s health.

Third, we advance knowledge of the impacts of the 1980s Medicaid expan-
sions by putting forward a new research design that explicitly addresses ongoing
debates about policy endogeneity and the validity of using state-level variation
in the expansions’ timing and magnitude as a natural experiment. Following
the pioneering work of Currie and Gruber (1996a,b), most investigations employ
an instrumental variables model to isolate policy effects from other potentially
correlated changes in state characteristics. However, lack of information on the
pre-expansion period (before 1979) has left open the possibility that estimates
of the program’s benefits are contaminated by unobserved state pre-trends that

1Useful reviews of this literature include Nadeau (2009); Daxinger and Whitelaw (2010); Hochberg
et al. (2011); Daxinger and Whitelaw (2012); Heard and Martienssen (2014).
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were correlated with the expansions’ timing and magnitude. We have collected
four additional years of information on state Medicaid rules, which allows us to
measure state eligibility going back to 1975. With these measures, we estimate
an event study model that allows flexible estimation of the dynamic effects of
changes in Medicaid, and a direct assessment of the extent to which both Currie
and Gruber’s estimates, and our own estimates of the program’s effects on the
next generation’s health, reflect other underlying factors. To implement this, we
classify states as either treated states or control states based on their expansion
patterns across the 1975-1988 period, during which time prenatal Medicaid was
made available to the lowest income families. Treated states are those that expe-
rienced sharp increases in Medicaid eligibility, while control states are those that
trended more incrementally over time. We also use restricted data on Medicaid
coverage among labor and delivery hospital discharges to validate the event study
design, and provide important new evidence on the impacts of the expansions on
actual take-up.

Our main analyses are based on information that is available in restricted-use
versions of the U.S. Vital Statistics birth records. With these data, we analyze
infant health outcomes among two generations. First, we consider those who
were directly exposed to the expansions: infants born between 1975 and 1988.
We call these cohorts the “first generation.” Most previous research has focused
on a subset of these cohorts, who were born after 1979. Then, we move on to
investigate whether the benefits of in utero Medicaid exposure affected the next
generation by looking at birth outcomes among the first generation’s offspring.
We call these infants the “second generation.” For the first generation, we use
state and year of birth to assign policy generosity, and, for the second generation,
we use mother’s state and year of birth to link to measures of mother’s early life
Medicaid exposure.

We estimate Medicaid’s impacts on standard measures of infant health, includ-
ing birthweight and low birthweight. These outcomes are strong candidates for
a second generation exploration because previous research has shown that birth-
weight is tied to measures of maternal health such as obesity and diabetes, for
which there is already evidence of long-term program effects (Miller and Wherry,
2019). Moreover, birthweight is highly predictive of later life health and economic
outcomes, making it an outcome of particular interest. We also investigate other
measures of second generation health, including variants of gestational length
and weight-for-gestational age. Finally, we explore potential transmission mech-
anisms. In addition to confirming Medicaid’s impacts on the first generation’s
health at birth as a potential pathway, we consider changes in first generation
fertility patterns that might be indicative of selection, and changes in first gener-
ation health and health behaviors during pregnancy.

We find that the expansions increased the first generation’s likelihood of being
enrolled in Medicaid at birth, and we validate the past research finding that
the expansions reduced the percent of the first generation who were born low
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birthweight. Then we go on to show the benefits of expanding early life access for
the next generation: the first generation’s in utero exposure to Medicaid leads
to a statistically significant increase in the second generation’s birthweight and
reduces the incidence of very low birthweight and small for gestational age. We
also observe less precisely estimated, but suggestive, declines in low birthweight
and very preterm births.

Analyzing the effect of a policy across multiple generations is complicated be-
cause of the time that passes between the first generation’s treatment and the sec-
ond generation’s outcomes. Our identification assumption requires that among
cohorts born in treated states around the time of the expansions there are no
other cohort-state varying economic or health shocks that also affect the health
of the next generation. As with all such research designs, we cannot be 100% sure
that we have eliminated all possible confounders; nevertheless, our event study
approach offers a transparent way to assess the validity of our design and our re-
sults. We also show that our results are robust to a variety of specification checks,
including alternative state and year control variables, changes in the sample defi-
nition, alternative measures of eligibility, omitting the control states entirely, and
versions of the model that use a synthetic control approach to construct the com-
parison group. They are also robust to new methods proposed by Callaway and
Sant’Anna (2020) that account for biases that are sometimes found in traditional
two-way fixed effects and event study models. In some cases, these alternative
specifications provide wider confidence intervals than our baseline results or mod-
erately change the size of the effect. When taken together, however, the pattern
of results paints a compelling picture of improvements in second generation infant
health.

Documenting the presence of multi-generational spillovers is an important con-
tribution in its own right. Moreover, back-of-the envelope calculations suggest
that the magnitude of the spillovers is economically important. Our point es-
timates of the effects of in utero Medicaid access on the second generation’s
birthweight suggest medical cost savings in the first year of life that are about
60 percent of the costs of providing the first generation with in utero coverage.
Even the lower bound of the 95 percent confidence interval suggests cost savings
of around 16 percent of initial investment costs. Importantly, this calculation
does not include any other benefits that were likely accrued to the second gener-
ation, such as later life savings in medical costs or social supports. Nor does it
include benefits associated with previously documented improvements in the first
generation’s health and economic outcomes. If these benefits were incorporated,
the costs savings would be substantially larger.

We find no evidence that changes in overall fertility can explain the effects on
infant health, but we do find a small shift in the racial composition of women
giving birth: first-generation Medicaid exposure increases the percent of second-
generation births that are to white women, and decreases the percent to Black
women. Controlling for mothers’ demographic characteristics does not change the
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baseline results, however, and results are similar when we focus on white births,
a sub-group for whom we would not expect to see effects if the main estimates
are driven by changes in racial composition. Therefore, we do not believe that
selection is driving the results.

Our results indicate that public investments in prenatal health have persistent
impacts beyond the treated generation. By quantifying these effects, we establish
that benefit/cost ratios based only on outcomes directly experienced by cohorts
who were immediately affected by the Medicaid expansions underestimate the
program’s overall efficacy. More broadly, our analyses suggest that even “long-
run” studies of early-life interventions may fail to capture the full extent of benefits
conferred.

The remainder of our paper proceeds in the following way: Section I provides
further information about the existing literature on “early life” health and multi-
generational processes. In Section II, we describe the Medicaid program and
the nature of the 1980s expansions. Sections III and IV describe our empirical
strategy and data. We present our results in Section V and conclude with a
discussion in Section VI.

I. Background

More than 40 years ago, Forsdahl (1977) put forward a provocative hypothesis
that the period of gestation has significant impacts on individual health that reach
well into adulthood. This theory gained further traction following Barker (1990),
and in recent years there has been growing scientific agreement that the time
both before and immediately after birth are critical periods when the developing
body takes adaptive cues from its surrounding environment. A key feature of the
“fetal origins” hypothesis is that the health effects of the in utero environment
can remain latent for many years. We have yet to achieve a full understanding of
the processes underlying these phenomena, but a leading theory is that the fetus’s
surrounding environment alters genetic programming through the “switching on”
of specific genes.

Numerous economists and epidemiologists have used quasi-experimental de-
signs to test the fetal origins hypothesis, and have found that in utero and early
life health experiences can have important effects on later life outcomes (Almond
and Currie, 2011; Almond, Currie and Duque, 2018). Within this literature, a
handful of studies consider the long term efficacy of wide-spread positive health
interventions in the modern U.S. In particular, Bailey et al. (2020), Bitler and
Figinski (2019) and Hoynes, Schanzenbach and Almond (2016) investigate the
1960’s roll out of the Food Stamp program and find that access to the program
in early childhood generated improvements in later life economic and health out-
comes, including conditions related to cardiovascular disease such as obesity, high
blood pressure, and diabetes. Similarly, using variation in Medicaid rules that
expanded coverage to low-income pregnant women during the 1980s, Miller and
Wherry (2019) find that in utero exposure to Medicaid reduced the likelihood
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of having metabolic-syndrome and circulatory-system linked chronic illnesses in
adulthood. Importantly for our study, when these later life diseases are experi-
enced during pregnancy, women and their children are put at risk for a variety
of health problems, including an increased risk of gestational diabetes, complica-
tions related to high blood pressure, and preterm birth (Catalano and Ehrenberg,
2006). Moving beyond health, Miller and Wherry also document that in utero
exposure to the program is associated with increases in educational attainment,2

a finding that is echoed in research evaluating the long-term effects of the 1980s
and 1990s expansions to broader age groups (Currie, Decker and Lin, 2008; Co-
hodes et al., 2016; Thompson, 2017; Wherry and Meyer, 2016; Wherry et al.,
2017; Brown, Kowalski and Lurie, 2020).3 The latter studies do not separately
estimate the effects of in utero exposure from later childhood exposure, however,
and Miller and Wherry find that this distinction is important, with the prenatal
expansions generating substantially bigger impacts.

Taken as a whole, the existing literature has generated two broad conclusions.
First, early life health shocks have long-term impacts on the health and economic
outcomes of those who experience them. Second, many widespread public health
interventions targeted at children have substantive positive benefits that last well
into adulthood. A natural question is whether these effects endure to the next
generation. Economists have previously documented that health and economic
status persist across multiple generations (Clark, 2014; Solon, 2018; Halliday,
Mazumder and Wong, 2021), but quasi-experimental investigations are rare. We
know little about what drives the correlations, or the potential for policy based
treatments to alter them. The dearth of work among social scientists likely results
from the multiple challenges of identifying exogenous variation in early life health
environments and linking that variation to data that provides relevant information
on multiple generations.

These challenges can be overcome in biological studies, where an accumulation
of evidence based on animal experiments finds that prenatal health shocks have
persistent generational effects. As an example, studies have documented that rats
that are malnourished before or during pregnancy produce offspring with smaller
brains and reduced cognition, even if the offspring receive sufficient nutrition after
birth. Importantly, these effects are not only observed in the immediate offspring,
but are present in later generations as well (Galler and Rabinowitz, 2014). Similar
multi-generational patterns have been found with in-utero exposure to disease
and stress (Babenko, Kovalchuk and Metz, 2015; Weber-Stadlbauer, 2017). One
explanation for this pattern is that the biological predecessors of the ovaries and
sperm cells, which produce the next generation, are already present at the fetal
stage and are therefore exposed to any insult experienced by the fetus.

In spite of the methodological challenges, a few epidemiologists and economists

2This is consistent with earlier work by Levine and Schanzenbach (2009) linking Medicaid-induced
improvements in infant health to higher test scores in 4th and 8th grade.

3There is also similar evidence from studies of the Medicaid program’s introduction between 1966
and 1970 (Boudreaux, Golberstein and McAlpine, 2016; Sohn, 2017; Goodman-Bacon, 2021).
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have been able to shed light on this question by exploiting historical shocks.
Painter et al. (2008) investigate the multi-generational impacts of the Dutch
Hunger Winter of 1944-1945, which reduced the food consumption of a previ-
ously well-nourished population by more than 75 percent. They find that the
offspring of those who were exposed to the famine in utero had worse health in
later life. Similarly, Almond et al. (2010) find that fetal exposure to malnutrition
resulting from the 1959-1961 Chinese famine increased low birthweight incidence
in the next generation. Looking beyond the effects of extreme nutritional depriva-
tion, Richter and Robling (2016) find that the children of those who were exposed
in utero to the 1918-1919 influenza pandemic grew up to have lower levels of ed-
ucational attainment. Similarly, Black et al. (2019) find that Norwegian cohorts
exposed to radioactive fallout during the in utero period had children with lower
cognitive ability.4

A small number of studies examine intergenerational health effects in the more
modern U.S. context. Two studies relate local variation in infant mortality rates
at the time of the mother’s birth to her later offspring’s health. Here, the infant
mortality rate proxies for broad disease exposure, which can be driven by many
factors, including access to medical care. Almond, Currie and Herrmann (2012)
find that higher exposure to disease is associated with worse long-term outcomes
and an increase in the probability that future offspring are below the low birth-
weight threshold. Almond and Chay (2006) focus on the dramatic improvements
in Black infant mortality rates that coincided with the Civil Rights Act, and find
that Black women born during the late 1960s had a reduced likelihood of giving
birth to a low birthweight infant. A third study, Colmer and Voorheis (2020),
documents improved educational outcomes among the grandchildren of cohorts
who benefited from reductions in pollution exposure driven by the 1970 Clean
Air Act Amendments.5

We build on this small number of studies by harnessing a policy driven increase
in access to a widespread public health program that is a critical component of
the U.S. safety net. This allows us to establish multi-generational linkages as-
sociated with more common and contemporaneous variation in early life health
experiences, while simultaneously quantifying long-term benefits of the Medicaid
program that have not been previously considered. Medicaid may alter biologi-
cal associations across generations by increasing the use of prenatal care, which
provides nutrition and drug counseling, immunizations, early diagnoses and di-
rect interventions.6 Along these lines, Currie and Gruber (1996b) link changes

4A few studies also find that historical health shocks experienced at later ages have generationally
persistent effects (van den Berg and Pinger, 2016; Bütikofer and Salvanes, 2020).

5In addition, two recent studies document that the introduction of preschools (which included a
health component) had positive effects on later generations’ educational outcomes (Barr and Gibbs,
2019; Rossin-Slater and Wüst, 2020).

6Several studies of Medicaid’s prenatal expansions document increased use or improved timing and
adequacy of prenatal care (Currie and Gruber, 1996b, 2001; Dubay et al., 2001; Howell, 2001; Dave
et al., 2008). The medical literature also hints that prenatal care may be a pathway for improving the
intergenerational transmission of health (Lu et al., 2003).
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in prenatal Medicaid access to reductions in treated cohorts’ probability of be-
ing low birthweight, and maternal birthweight is predictive of later offspring’s
birthweight (e.g. Black, Devereux and Salvanes, 2007; Currie and Moretti, 2007;
Royer, 2009). Access to Medicaid may also reduce maternal stress: in an analysis
of the Oregon Health Insurance Experiment, Finkelstein et al. (2012) find that
those who gained health insurance through the experiment experienced substan-
tive improvements in mental health. Several studies have linked parental and
in utero stress to children’s well-being (Camacho, 2008; Valente, 2011; Mansour
and Rees, 2012; Black, Devereux and Salvanes, 2016; Persson and Rossin-Slater,
2018), with possible ramifications for the next generation’s health.

Besides biological pathways, Medicaid may of course affect the next genera-
tion’s health through its documented impacts on the treated generation’s human
capital and earnings. As described earlier, numerous studies find that the Medi-
caid expansions had positive effects on treated cohorts’ educational and economic
outcomes in adulthood, and it is well known that children living in high income
families are healthier than children living in low income families (Case, Lubotsky
and Paxson, 2002; Case, Fertig and Paxson, 2005; Currie and Almond, 2011).
This is intuitive, as parents with more income have more resources to invest in
their children, experience lower stress levels (Evans and Garthwaite, 2014; Aizer,
Stroud and Buka, 2016) and engage in healthier behaviors (Hoynes, Miller and
Simon, 2015).

II. Medicaid and the 1980s Expansions

Medicaid currently provides health insurance coverage for nearly half of all
births in the U.S. (Markus et al., 2013). Eligibility criteria for pregnant women
were relatively restrictive until the 1980s, when a series of state and federal policy
changes greatly expanded access. We describe the inception of the Medicaid pro-
gram, including which groups were initially eligible, and the later policy changes
that expanded eligibility, below.

Created in 1965 as part of the Social Security Amendments, Medicaid was
initially available to low-income, non-disabled women of reproductive age who
received cash assistance through the Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) program.7 Eligibility for AFDC was restricted to single women with at
least one dependent child. Low-income women with first time pregnancies and
those with marital partners did not qualify for coverage. Moreover, AFDC income
eligibility thresholds were generally much lower than the federal poverty line. The
average threshold was 61% of the federal poverty line (FPL) in 1979, and ranged
from 24% to 99% across states.8

Because Medicaid is a joint federal-state program, the federal government sets

7Since Medicaid was initially tied directly to AFDC, many women received benefits from both pro-
grams. However, as we describe in detail in Appendix Section A.I, the policy variation we exploit is
driven by expansions to Medicaid and not by changes in AFDC benefits.

8Authors’ calculation based on payment standard for a family of 3 in 1979.
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mandatory eligibility requirements, but states have some flexibility to extend el-
igibility to other especially needy population groups. Dating back to 1966, a
number of states exercised different options to extend eligibility to certain preg-
nant women not eligible for AFDC. The options offered coverage to specific groups
of pregnant women, such as first-time pregnant women who would later qualify for
AFDC, or pregnant women in two-parent families where the principal earner was
unemployed and who met the income and resource requirements for AFDC.9 Some
options extended eligibility to all pregnant women who were financially eligible
for AFDC, but who did not meet the program’s family structure requirements
(i.e. women who were not single mothers with dependent children). Adoption of
these options was not uniform across states, and, prior to the 1980s, there were
substantive differences in eligibility criteria that were applied to pregnant women.

Beginning in the early 1980s, there was emerging national consensus on the
importance of prenatal care for pregnant women, which led to major changes
to the Medicaid program (Howell, 2001). More states began to exercise options
to expand Medicaid eligibility to pregnant women who did not meet the family
structure requirements for AFDC, but who did meet the AFDC financial eli-
gibility criteria. This wave of new optional state expansions was followed by
two federal mandates requiring that all states expand eligibility to these women.
These changes caused abrupt expansions in states with historically less generous
eligibility rules and lower eligibility levels.

Figure 1 Panel (a), which is based on information we have gathered on state
policy rules back to 1975, documents that these changes had a large effect: be-
tween 1975 and 1988 the share of women who qualified for pregnancy-related
Medicaid climbed from about 12 to 20 percent.10 Here, and throughout the rest
of the paper, we multiply all proportions by 100 for ease of presentation. Panel
(b), which uses data on hospital discharges for labor and delivery between 1979-
1988, shows that this increase corresponded to a steep increase in the share of
mothers who were enrolled in the Medicaid program at the time of their child’s
birth.11 To our knowledge, this is the first time that administrative data have
been used to document that take-up patterns among pregnant women mirrored
these eligibility expansions.12

Following the original terminology used by Currie and Gruber (1996b), we re-
fer to these changes in eligibility as the “targeted” expansions. They differ from
“broad” expansions that occurred later because they were aimed at very low in-

9Appendix Section A provides a detailed discussion of each of the different state options described in
this section.

10Additional information about the calculator and data used to calculate eligibility in this figure is
provided in Section III and Appendix Section A.

11While the changes track quite well across both of these measures, there are a few years in which
coverage actually exceeds eligibility. We believe this is due to the fact that our eligibility estimates are
based on women of child-bearing age, whereas our estimates of coverage are derived from a sample of
women actually giving birth. These groups may differ on some important dimensions such as age and
income.

12Dave et al. (2010) use this source of hospital discharge data to examine the effects of later Medicaid
expansions (1985-1996) on the health insurance coverage of pregnant women at the time of child birth.
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come pregnant women (i.e. those with income levels below AFDC thresholds).
Beginning in the late 1980s, the broad expansions allowed states to further ex-
pand coverage to pregnant women and children with higher incomes. We cannot
make use of variation generated by broad changes in our analyses because most
of the affected cohorts are still too young to allow for multi-generational analyses.
We note, however, that previous studies have documented that the targeted ex-
pansions had stronger effects on treated cohorts’ outcomes (Currie and Gruber,
1996b; Miller and Wherry, 2019), making them a preferred candidate to test for
multi-generational effects. We also note that pregnant women who enrolled in
Medicaid received coverage for prenatal care and services, hospital and postpar-
tum care, and one year of Medicaid eligibility for their newborns (Congressional
Research Service, 1988).

With this background in mind, we investigate multi-generational effects of in
utero Medicaid access by focusing on the offspring of cohorts who were born
between 1975 and 1988. We refer to the mothers in these cohorts as the “first”
(exposed) generation, and to their later infants as the “second” generation.

III. Empirical Strategy

A. Background

Currie and Gruber examine the impact of the prenatal Medicaid expansions
on first generation infant health by estimating a model that exploits variation in
the magnitude of the expansions across states and over time. Specifically, they
estimate:

(1) ynb = α+ φElignb + µn + λb + γXnb + εnb

where ynb is the fraction of infants born in state n and year b who were below
the low birthweight threshold, µn and λb are state of birth and year of birth
fixed effects, respectively, and Xnb is a vector of state-year control variables that
reflect the demographic, economic, and policy environment. Elignb is the percent
of women of child-bearing age in the state-year who were eligible for Medicaid in
the event of a pregnancy. Currie and Gruber’s analyses, as well as later studies
that build upon this research design, begin in 1979, on the eve of the Medicaid
program’s rapid expansion.

Acknowledging that changes in states’ demographic and economic conditions
could cause changes in the percent eligible for Medicaid even without a change in
policy, Currie and Gruber pioneered a “simulated instrument” approach in which
they instrument actual eligibility with a simulated measure that isolates changes
driven only by changes in Medicaid rules and is independent of changes in states’
demographic and economic characteristics. The simulated measure is constructed
by applying Medicaid eligibility rules in each state and year to a national sample
of potential mothers (women ages 15-44) drawn from each year of the Annual
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Social and Economic Supplement of the Current Population Survey (Flood et al.,
2021). Our analyses also rely on simulated eligibility measures to capture changes
in Medicaid policy, following the convention that has been adopted by much of
the literature.13 Appendix Figure A.1 shows that national trends in actual and
simulated eligibility measures are very closely related.

Using this model, Currie and Gruber find that a 10 percentage point increase
in prenatal Medicaid eligibility under the targeted expansions reduced the first
generation’s incidence of low birthweight by 2.6 percent.14 Subsequent papers
have extended their approach to look at outcomes associated with later child-
hood expansions by replacing Elignb with a measure of cumulative or average
childhood eligibility from birth to age 18 (e.g. Cohodes et al., 2016; Thompson,
2017; Brown, Kowalski and Lurie, 2020) and using a comparable simulated el-
igibility instrumental variables approach. Noting that the prenatal period is a
particularly receptive stage of development, with the potential to yield large re-
turns on investment, Miller and Wherry (2019) further extend this design by
including separate measures of prenatal and later childhood eligibility. They find
that this distinction is important, with most of the long-run health improvements
driven by the expansions in prenatal access.

It would be natural to extend this framework to examine the expansions’ im-
pact on second generation outcomes.15 As Currie and Gruber note, however,
identification in this model rests on the assumption that state Medicaid policy
was exogenous to treated cohorts’ birth outcomes. Although previous analyses
have included a large number of state and year varying controls, some researchers
have argued that the changes are not “randomly occurring natural experiments,”
and they speculate that estimates of the expansions’ impacts reflect other under-
lying state-level changes (Dave et al., 2008). The traditional research design has
previously been estimated with very limited years of data from the pre-expansion
era, which restricts researchers’ ability to test for differential changes across states
prior to the expansions. Therefore, we have collected additional years of informa-
tion on state program rules, and use these data to document changes in state-level

13To create the simulated in utero measure, we use a national random sample of 3,000 women from
each year of the Annual Social and Economic Supplement of the Current Population Survey (CPS).
Since childhood eligibility was also changing for these cohorts, we also examine whether the changes in
prenatal eligibility were correlated with changes in childhood eligibility, and whether including controls
for childhood eligibility affects the estimates. To construct measures of simulated childhood eligibility,
we use national random samples of 1,000 children at each age between 1 and 18 in each survey year and
calculate the percent of children in each state, year, and age that would be eligible for Medicaid based
on state eligibility rules. We then add the estimates across ages for each cohort, to create a measure of
cumulative simulated eligibility throughout childhood for each cohort and state and use this as a measure
of generosity during childhood. We describe these calculations in more detail in Appendix Section A.

14We replicate this result using their empirical approach in Appendix Table A.1. Note that, for the
purpose of this replication, we follow Currie and Gruber and express the outcome as the number of low
birthweight births per 1000 infants. The first column displays the results reprinted from their paper
and the second column is our replication exercise. The remaining columns update the analysis to cluster
standard errors by state (column 3), add the state by year controls we implement in our model, described
in detail below (column 4), and weight by the number of births in each cell (column 5).

15An earlier version of this paper used this approach. That version is available upon request.
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prenatal Medicaid eligibility back to 1975.16 Then we implement a more trans-
parent event study design that allows direct examination of the extent to which
state-level pre-period outcomes varied with state-level Medicaid expansions, and
addresses concerns about potential contaminants.

Our analyses start by documenting the evolution of state-level Medicaid eligi-
bility. Appendix Figure A.2 shows the time path of eligibility from 1975-1988
for each of the fifty states. It is immediately clear that states exhibit different
expansion patterns, and that these patterns fall into two dominant types: many
states experienced small, gradual increases in eligibility throughout the period
(e.g. California and Rhode Island), while others exhibit flat, low levels of pre-
natal coverage during the 1970s that are later punctuated by a large, abrupt,
increase (e.g. South Carolina and Maine).

This is exactly what the discussion in Section II should lead us to expect.
Specifically, in early years, states that initially embraced strict eligibility criteria
and did not avail themselves of the state options, exhibit low levels of eligibility.
In later years, we observe discrete jumps in these states that correspond to a large,
voluntary state-level expansion or one of the later federally mandated expansions.
In contrast, states that took early advantage of the existing state options to
cover low-income pregnant women have relatively high levels of eligibility from
the beginning of the study period. As a result, these states exhibit smaller, more
gradual increases that are less pronounced in the wake of the subsequent state and
federal changes. These two different eligibility trajectories will be demonstrated
visually in the next subsection.

B. Classification of Treatment and Control States

Using Appendix Figure A.2 as a guide, we organize states into “treated” states
(those that experienced a sharp jump in eligibility) and “control” states (those
for whom eligibility trended smoothly). Our event study is based on differences
in the evolution of prenatal eligibility across these two groups. The treatment
group consists of the 28 states in which eligibility was stagnant for a minimum of
the five years between 1975 and 1979, and that later experienced a large positive
shock. We focus on shocks that took place between 1980 and 1985 to ensure that
we have at least four “post-event” years over which to observe the expansions’
effects. We include the 22 remaining states as “control” states to help identify
secular changes that were separate from the Medicaid expansions.17

16Information on eligibility prior to 1975 is very spotty, therefore we begin our sample period in 1975.
17We did not have a specific algorithm to define treatment and control states or event time. Rather,

each of the four authors individually classified states based on Appendix Figure A.2, and then we decided
on a consistent classification as a group. We relied on measures of simulated eligibility, rather than actual
eligibility, to ensure that changes in eligibility are driven by policy changes and not by demographic or
economic shifts, and there were few classification discrepancies across the authors. States with large
changes outside the 1980-1985 period are included in the control group, but the few states that fall into
this category do not affect our results: we show that estimates are similar when we drop the control
states from the analysis.
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Figure 2 shows which states we classify as control states, which states we clas-
sify as treatment states, and the timing of the expansion for the treatment states.
Given that “treatment” requires a large, abrupt increase in eligibility, it is un-
surprising that treated states are disproportionately located in the South and
Midwest; Medicaid was less generous in the pre-expansion period in these states,
and transfer policies have historically been less generous in these parts of the
country as well.18

Figure 3 Panel (a) provides further insights into the sources of our identifying
variation by combining all of the treated states together, and documenting how
the changes in eligibility break down by source. The sources are shown addi-
tively from most to least restrictive (shown from lowest to highest lines on the
graph), and include changes in eligibility driven by: changes in AFDC rules (solid
blue line), targeted expansions occurring via state options (long dashed red line),
targeted expansions occurring under federal mandates (short dashed green line),
and broader income-based expansions (dash dot yellow line). The last category
is concentrated at the end of the period, and reflects optional state expansions
that included pregnant women with family incomes up to the poverty line.19

It is easy to see that prior to the 1980s, Medicaid eligibility in treated states
was largely determined by state AFDC rules, and that these states were less likely
to take up state options than the control states. Beginning in the early 1980s,
a few treatment states increased eligibility through the state options. This was
followed by a sizeable bump under the federal mandates. Between 1975 and 1988,
prenatal eligibility roughly doubled in treatment states, from just under 9 percent
to 18 percent. In contrast, Figure 3 Panel (b) shows that control states started off
with higher eligibility, because they had already implemented the state options,
and that eligibility gradually increased over time as more options were adopted.
As a result, the federal mandates had smaller effects on eligibility.

Not only is the change in eligibility greater for treatment states than control
states, but the women affected are more disadvantaged due to the more stringent
baseline eligibility rules for these states. To demonstrate this, we compare the
characteristics of women who gained eligibility over this period in both groups
of states in Appendix Table A.3.20 The women in treated states are noticeably

18Prior work has found that racism played a role in generating a less generous safety net (Lee and
Roemer, 2006), and, Appendix Table A.2 shows that treated states have slightly higher Black populations
than control states. We multiply all proportions by 100 for ease of presentation. There are a few small
differences in other demographic and economic characteristics across treatment and control states. Our
analyses include state fixed effects to account for any time-invariant differences, and we show that our
estimates are robust to including a large number of state-year varying economic and policy controls, and
region-year fixed effects that control for common shocks to outcomes within regions over time.

19Under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986, states were allowed to expand Medicaid to
pregnant women with family incomes below 100% FPL starting in April 1987. See additional discussion
in Appendix Section A.I, along with more detailed breakouts of the different eligibility paths in Appendix
Figures A.3 and A.4.

20Using the CPS, we calculate mean characteristics for the women in treatment states who are eligible
during the post-period (defined using each state’s specific treatment timing), but who were not eligible
under the rules that were in place during the last pre-treatment year. We calculate mean characteristics
for women in control states who are eligible during 1982-1988 but were not eligible under the rules in
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more disadvantaged in terms of their family income and poverty rate than women
in control states. Notice that nearly half of the women gaining eligibility in
treatment states have family incomes below 50% of the FPL, versus only 13
percent in the control states. Women in the treatment states are also more likely
to be single and non-white.

Finally, Figure 4 demonstrates that among treated states there is also variation
in when the large jumps occur. States are grouped together by the initial year of
the abrupt increase (the “expansion year”), and eligibility is plotted relative to the
year prior to expansion, with the number of states expanding in each year shown
in parentheses. While the most common expansion years are 1982 (11 states) and
1985 (7 states), when federal policy provided states with new options to expand
coverage (1982), and mandated expansion of coverage to more women (1985),
there are also states that experience large expansions in every other year between
1980 and 1985.21 In our main event study framework, we rely on the differential
timing of expansions across states, as well as differences between treated and
control states, to identify the effects of Medicaid separately from time trends.

C. Event Study

The event study takes the following form:

(2) ynb = α+
3∑

t=−5,t6=−1

βt1{b− e∗n = t}+ µn + λb + γXnb + εnb

where ynb is an outcome for individuals born in state n and year b. Initially,
we estimate the expansions’ effects on the first generation’s in utero Medicaid
eligibility and coverage at birth. Then, in line with the existing literature, we
examine the first generation’s health outcomes at birth. The primary goal of our
study, however, is to understand whether the benefits associated with the first
generation’s prenatal access to Medicaid had spillover effects onto their offspring.
To do so, we replace first generation outcomes with the outcomes of the offspring
of women who were born in state n and year b.

The key regressors are the series of dummy variables 1{b − e∗n = t} that take
on a value of one for each event time year, where event time is defined for each
treated state relative to the year in which it first experienced a discrete jump in
eligibility (e∗n). We omit the year before each state’s large expansion t = −1,
so the estimated βts are relative to the year before the expansion occurred. For
example, β1 is the effect one year after the discrete change in eligibility, relative
to one year before the jump.22 We do not define event time for the control states

place in 1981.
21See Appendix A.I for more details on these policy changes.
22By choosing to classify treated states as those with a large, abrupt eligibility change in the middle

of the 1975-1988 period, we are able to observe at least 5 years before the event and 4 years after the
event. We bin event time observations that are more than 5 years before the event and more than 4
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since they do not experience a large discrete expansion. The control states help
estimate secular trends across cohorts and the effects of the control variables.23

As in previous studies, we include first generation state of birth fixed effects,
µn, to account for fixed differences in the outcomes of mothers and their children
across states, and first generation year of birth fixed effects, λb, to account for
national changes over time. Our baseline model also follows the literature by
incorporating a large number of first generation state and year of birth control
variables including the unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maxi-
mum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and
notification laws, state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and population demo-
graphic controls for each state and year. Sensitivity analyses include versions of
the model that eliminate the control variables, or add additional controls, such as
region-year fixed effects, and state-year controls at the time of the second genera-
tion’s birth, which we discuss in more detail below. Our results are not sensitive
to their inclusion. Our estimates are weighted by the size of the second generation
birth cohort.24 We cluster our standard errors by mothers’ state of birth.

Appendix Figure A.5 plots second generation health outcomes by event time,
where each treatment timing group is shown in a different color. Control states are
shown in pink, with event time centered at 1982. It is easy to see that, consistent
with the decades long national trend in infant health (Wang, 2010; United Health
Foundation, 2020), and pre-dating the expansions, second generation health was
declining. Linear trend estimates based on pre-expansion data are shown in solid
lines, and clearly vary across state groups, possibly reflecting differing trends
in the demographics of women giving birth, adoption of health technologies, or
changes in state policies (including expansions of prenatal Medicaid eligibility
that occurred before those that are the focus of this study). Appendix Figure
A.6 documents that first generation health also trended differently across state
groups. To ensure that our estimates are not contaminated by state differences
in pre-expansion trajectories, we remove linear pre-trends following the two-step
de-trending procedure implemented in Goodman-Bacon (2020) and described in
more detail in Section 5.

This research design is a departure from the conventional approach, which
exploits state and cohort variation in the timing and magnitude of the expan-
sions but does not address potential differences in states’ pre-period trajectories.
Another advantage of our research design is that it provides non-parametric es-

years after the event. We estimate, but do not report these coefficients, because they are based on an
unbalanced sample. Binning allows us to separately identify treatment effects from secular time trends
even when we do not include the control states in the model (Schmidheiny and Siegloch, 2019).

23A potential concern is that using partially treated states (those with smaller and less abrupt changes
in eligibility) as a control group will lead to biased estimates (Schmidheiny and Siegloch, 2019). Figure 10
documents that the pattern of estimates is similar (albeit with larger standard errors) when the control
states are not included in the analyses. We also note that there is little difference in the magnitude of the
eligibility changes across treated states (Figure 4). Therefore, we do not use variation in the magnitude
of the expansions as an additional source of identifying variation in our model.

24The results are robust to weighting by the size of the first generation cohort instead.
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timates of the expansions’ dynamic effects. Assuming that treatment effects are
homogeneous across treatment groups, estimates generated by the event study
will be unbiased, even in the case of staggered treatment timing. As described
below, we examine the importance of this assumption using the method proposed
by Callaway and Sant’Anna (2020) and obtain similar results.

IV. Data

Our measures of Medicaid eligibility are based on data in the Annual Social
and Economic Supplement of the Current Population Survey and are described
in more detail in Section III and Appendix Section A. We also analyze Med-
icaid take-up among pregnant mothers using data from the National Hospital
Discharge Survey (NHDS) (National Center for Health Statistics, 1988). Because
the analysis requires the state in which the birth occurred, which is a restricted
variable, these data were accessed through a Federal Statistical Research Data
Center. The NHDS data provide discharge-level information for a nationally rep-
resentative sample of non-Federal, short-stay hospitals, and include the expected
payer for the hospital visit. This allows us to identify births paid for by Medicaid.
Because the NHDS data are based on administrative hospital records, they are
not subject to misreporting issues that are common in survey data (see Klerman,
Ringel and Roth, 2005; Davern et al., 2009), but unlike our other data series,
they are not available before 1979.25 In our event study analyses, we estimate
the pre-period coefficients using all available data. We also apply the NHDS
survey weights. Using diagnosis and procedure codes based on the International
Classification of Diseases coding system,26 we identify 187,488 labor and delivery
hospitalizations between 1979 and 1988 that include information on the expected
payer.

To conduct our main birth outcome analyses, we use the 1975-2017 U.S. Vi-
tal Statistics Natality Data Files (National Center for Health Statistics, 1992,
2017).27 These files contain individual birth records for the full census of U.S.
births. The data include information on infants’ health, gender, parity, and year
and state of birth. They also include detailed demographic information about
each infant’s mother, including her state of birth and age, which allows us to

25We acknowledge that if some pregnant women did not enroll in Medicaid until delivery then the
NHDS data could produce an upper bound estimate of the percent of infants who gained in utero
coverage. Using Medicaid claims data from four states, Ellwood and Kenney (1995) document that
the share of women with Medicaid deliveries who enrolled during the first trimester were 50 percent
(California), 52 percent (Georgia), 69 percent (Michigan), and 49 percent (Tennessee) in 1987. The
authors also document higher first trimester enrollment among women receiving cash assistance, ranging
from 66-79 percent. These take up rates were almost certainly higher at later stages of pregnancy, but
before delivery, suggesting that the vast majority of women enrolled prior to delivery. Related to this,
we remind the reader that all children who were covered at the time of delivery were eligible for coverage
during their first year of life.

26Details are found in Appendix Section D.
27Beginning in 2005, mother’s state of birth information is only available in the restricted access data,

so we use the restricted data from 2005-2017.
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approximate her year of birth.28 The latter variables are critical to our second
generation analyses, as they allow measures of in utero Medicaid eligibility to be
matched to each mother in the first generation. In the second generation analyses
we exclude infants whose mothers were born outside of the United States, as well
as mothers born in Arizona, which did not adopt a state Medicaid program until
1982.

We begin by using the event study framework to reassess Currie and Gru-
ber’s first-generation results. Currie and Gruber focus on the incidence of low
birthweight (less than 2500 grams) among infants born between 1979 and 1992.
Appendix Table A.1 shows that we are able to replicate their results when we
apply their research design to the same cohorts. Moving forward, our event study
analysis changes the included cohorts in two ways. First, because a convincing
event study requires pre-period data, we add the four cohorts born between 1975
and 1978. Second, the second generation analyses would ideally include all births
to women born between 1975 and 1992, but many women born in the 1990s have
not given birth by 2017, so we focus on cohorts born between 1975 and 1988.
This ensures that all first generation cohorts that were affected by the targeted
prenatal expansions are included, while allowing us to observe each cohort’s fer-
tility through age 28. The analyses of second generation outcomes is restricted to
infants whose mothers meet this age criteria to ensure that each maternal cohort
contributes equally to the identifying variation, and that cohort-level comparisons
are across women who are giving birth at the same age. We further restrict the
second generation analyses to first births only, as this generates a more repre-
sentative sample of births across cohorts. During our time frame, 81% of first
births, and 62% of all births, were to women aged 28 or younger.29 We test the
robustness of our results to both of these restrictions below.

The second generation analyses include infants born between 1990 and 2017.30

We examine the impacts of the prenatal expansions on the next generation’s av-
erage birthweight and incidence of low birthweight. These outcomes are standard
measures of infant health and are highly predictive of later life health, cognitive
and economic outcomes (e.g. Black, Devereux and Salvanes, 2007; Figlio et al.,
2014). We also explore other outcomes available in the national natality data, in-
cluding very low birthweight (weighing less than 1500 grams), gestational length
(in weeks), preterm (born before 37 weeks gestation), and very preterm (born
before 28 weeks gestation). As described in Kramer (1987b,a), birthweight is
determined in part by gestational length. For this reason, we also consider a
common measure of intrauterine growth: whether the infant is below the 10th
percentile of birthweight for gestational age (“small for gestational age”).31

28Miller and Wherry (2016) show that using age to impute birth year leads to nearly identical simulated
eligibility assignments as using actual birth year.

29Authors’ calculations from the Vital Statistics Natality Files.
30We restrict births to women ages 15 or older. The second generation sample, therefore begins in

1990, since this is year that the 1975 cohort turns 15.
31This variable is constructed using two potentially noisy variables, increasing the likelihood that the
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We collapse the data into cells based on the first generation’s state of birth
and year of birth. We then merge each cell with corresponding measures of
actual and simulated Medicaid eligibility, and with information on states’ eco-
nomic conditions (state unemployment rate and per capita income), demographic
composition (age distribution, marital status, educational attainment and race),
safety net generosity, and abortion policies. Additional details about these control
variables and sources are provided in Appendix Section D.I.

As discussed in Section III, second generation outcomes were trending differ-
ently in treatment and control states in the pre-expansion era. To ensure that
our estimates are not contaminated by differential linear pre-trends, we directly
remove them using the two-step de-trending method implemented in Goodman-
Bacon (2020). For each treated state and outcome,32 we estimate a linear trend
using data only from years prior to the expansion, then extrapolate this estimated
trend through all years of data, and subtract the predicted values of each outcome
from the observed values. Since control states do not have a clear expansion year,
the linear “pre-trend” is estimated using data from 1975-1981, as 1982 is the year
of the national trend break in eligibility (Figure 1). The underlying assumption
in the event study model is therefore that outcomes would have continued to
follow their linear pre-trends in the absence of the expansions. Since linear pre-
trends are removed from our analysis, the event study provides information on
any remaining non-linear differences across states in the pre-period.

V. Results

A. Eligibility Estimates

Figure 5 provides “first stage” event study estimates based on equation (2),
where Panel (a) shows the estimated change in prenatal eligibility and Panel (b)
shows the estimated change in simulated prenatal eligibility, both of which are
calculated using the CPS, as described in Appendix Section A. Recall that both
of these variables capture the percent of women who are eligible for Medicaid,
rather than the percent who received Medicaid. The horizontal axis denotes the
number of years before and after the expansion. Event time zero is the first year
of the expansion. We omit event time -1, so all estimates are relative to the year
before the expansion. The estimates are plotted along with their 95% confidence
intervals.

It is immediately clear that after accounting for differences in linear pre-period
trends there are no remaining pre-expansion differences between treatment and
control states, and that in treated states, the period following the expansion is
associated with an abrupt increase in both actual and simulated eligibility. This
is expected because of the way in which we assign treatment, and is evidence of a

variable is measured with error.
32An exception is that we do not de-trend the NHDS payment data, given the limited number of

pre-expansion years.
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strong first stage. Our estimates indicate that four years after the initial expan-
sion, simulated eligibility had increased by 6.6 percentage points. Coefficient and
standard error estimates are reported in Appendix Table A.4.

Appendix Figure A.7 shows the results of a variety of additional analyses, with
the baseline estimates shown as solid black circles. Alternative specifications in-
clude models that eliminate the state-year controls (solid blue triangles), and
add region-year fixed effects (solid green square). The estimates barely change
across these specifications indicating that the eligibility expansions used for iden-
tification were not strongly related to other state-year policy, demographic, or
economic changes, or to other changes within regions over time. The results are
very similar when we do not de-trend (hollow gray circle), weight by the number
of first generation (female) births rather than the number of second generation
births (hollow purple square), and when we estimate the model without including
the control states (hollow red triangle).33

B. Medicaid Coverage at Birth

Although Figure 5 confirms that eligibility increased in the wake of the expan-
sions, we would not expect broader eligibility to translate into better infant health
outcomes without a corresponding increase in program take-up. To investigate
Medicaid take-up, we estimate the event study model using NHDS data on Med-
icaid coverage at the time of birth. Figure 6 shows estimates based on equation
(2), where the dependent variable is the percent of hospitalized births that were
covered by Medicaid. As in Figure 5, the pre-expansion estimates are close to
zero, and there is a clear increase in coverage following the initial expansion.34

Importantly, within four years of the initial expansion, the percent of births cov-
ered by Medicaid had increased by 4.6 percentage points, which, when compared
to the 6.6 percentage point increase in simulated eligibility, implies a 70% take-up
rate among newly eligible mothers. In contrast to eligibility in Figure 5, however,
the increase in coverage phases in more slowly, suggesting that it took time for
program take-up to fully respond. Given this, we anticipate a similar ramp-up
pattern in the health estimates.

33In Appendix Figure A.8, we also document that our results are robust to an alternative measure
of simulated eligibility that is based on a fixed national sample where the data are pooled across all of
our sample years (1975-1988). This version of simulated eligibility ensures that any changes in national
population demographics over time are not driving variation in the simulated measure. Appendix Figure
A.9 shows that our estimates of the expansions’ effects on eligibility are robust to the inclusion of
additional control variables that account for factors that might change between the time the mother
(first generation) was born and the child (second generation) was born. We discuss these robustness
checks in more detail when we examine second generation health outcomes in Section V.D.

34Note, however, that as discussed in Section IV, the pre-expansion coefficients in this analysis are
estimated using all available data, but necessarily include different treatment states at each event time
(i.e. are “unbalanced”) due to the limited years of pre-data available for the NHDS. This is not the case
for any post-expansion coefficients.
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C. First Generation Estimates

Having established the event study’s validity, we use the same model to re-
examine Currie and Gruber’s first generation results. Independent of our up-
coming second generation analyses, here we make an important contribution to
the literature by shedding light on the extent to which previous estimates of the
expansions’ effects may have been confounded by the presence of other changes
that were occurring within states.

Figure 7 and Appendix Table A.4 present our event study estimates of the
expansions’ effects on the percent of first generation newborns who were low
birthweight. The estimates strongly support Currie and Gruber’s original find-
ings. Our pre-period estimates are close to zero and not distinguishable from each
other, and there is an abrupt decrease in low birthweight in the treated states,
compared to the control states, immediately following treated states’ initial ex-
pansion. The magnitude of the point estimates grows over the post-expansion
period, so that, four years post treatment, the incidence of low birthweight has
declined by 0.25 percentage points (p<0.001), or 3.3 percent of the treated states’
pre-period mean (Appendix Table A.4).35 Our confidence intervals include effects
as small as a 0.09 percentage point reduction (1.2% when compared to the treated
states’ pre-expansion mean) and as large as a 0.40 percentage point reduction
(5.4%). When coupled with our estimated 6.6 percentage point increase in prena-
tal eligibility, the results suggest that a 10 percentage point increase in eligibility
reduces the incidence of low birthweight in the first generation by 0.37 percentage
points, or about 5 percent.36 As a point of comparison, Currie and Gruber esti-

35Recall that for ease of presentation, we multiply all variables with values between 0 and 1 by 100.
36Note that the baseline mean among women who gained eligibility may be substantially higher than

the population average because those who gained eligibility were extremely disadvantaged. For example,
among children living in the lowest income households in the 1981 National Health Interview Survey
(under $3000 in annual income), the incidence of low birth weight was 17.4 percent, which is more
than twice as large as the baseline incidence of low birthweight in the treated states (7.44 percent, see
Appendix Table A.4). Even so, the effect sizes contained within the 95% confidence interval around
the low birthweight estimate are sufficiently large to suggest that they may not arise from increases in
prenatal care alone. A combination of pathways may contribute to the effects. For example, prenatal
care may put mothers in touch with other social services: three quarters of women receiving Medicaid
funded prenatal care in 1988 reported that they received WIC during their pregnancy (see Table 1 in
Miller and Wherry, 2019), and forty percent reported that they learned about WIC through a doctor,
nurse or health provider. Related to this, it is possible that prenatal counseling changes nutrition or
substance use behaviors sufficiently to affect birth outcomes. Again, as discussed in Miller and Wherry
(2019), 90% of women who obtained prenatal care through Medicaid received nutritional counseling, 95%
were counseled to take vitamin supplements, 69% received counseling with respect to smoking, and 61%
received counseling with respect to alcohol. These types of instructions may be more common among low-
income women, or they may have a stronger impact on low-income women relative to the average woman
who gets a prenatal care visit. Another potential pathway is through an increase in families’ financial
resources. Based on the following website, https://www.cryo-cell.com/blog/april-2017/when-childbirth-
cost-100-dollars, out-of-pocket expenditures for an uninsured birth during this time period were about
$1500 ($6500 in 2012$s). Multiple studies document that cash and near-cash transfers improve birth
outcomes among infants born to low-income women (e.g. Kehrer and Wolin, 1979; Almond, Hoynes and
Schanzenbach, 2011; Hoynes, Miller and Simon, 2015; East, 2020). Another possible pathway is that
insurance may reduce maternal stress. A significant body of research links prenatal maternal stress to
adverse birth outcomes, including low birthweight (Persson and Rossin-Slater, 2018). Moreover, poor
urban women from minority backgrounds are twice as likely as middle-class women to meet diagnostic
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mate that a 10 percentage point increase in eligibility led to a 2.6 percent decline
in low birthweight, which falls squarely within our 95% confidence interval.

To interpret these effects as causal, it must be the case that the timing of the
expansions was unrelated to other factors that affect infant health. For example,
one might be concerned that a state’s decision to expand was influenced by the
state of its economy. To check for this, we examine how our estimates change
under the same set of alternative specifications described in Section V.A, which
include models that eliminate the state-year controls or add region-year fixed
effects, a version of the baseline model that does not remove linear pre-trends, and
a version of the model that does not include the control states. Appendix Figure
A.10 Panel (a) shows that estimates are similar across the specifications. The
coefficient estimates during the post-period are smaller when we do not account
for pre-existing linear trends, supporting the possibility that control states’ early
adoption of the expansion options may have already altered their infant health
trajectories prior to the 1980s. Unsurprisingly, given the reduced sample size,
confidence intervals are larger when we estimate the model without including the
control states. Even with the loss of precision that accompanies some of these
checks, however, the pattern of results remains very similar.

Taken as a whole, our event study analysis bolsters the credibility of Currie
and Gruber’s landmark findings. The new research design also provides insights
into the time path of effects, specifically, that the expansions’ impact on the first
generation’s health took time to fully ramp up. A likely explanation is that it
took time for pregnant women to learn about their eligibility and enroll in the
program. Moreover, although improvements in the first generation’s birthweight
are not a necessary pre-condition for the presence of second generation effects,
the results presented in Figure 7 allude to mothers’ health at birth as a potential
conduit, as previous studies have documented intergenerational linkages in low
birthweight (e.g. Currie and Moretti, 2007).37

D. Second Generation Estimates

Figures 8 and 9 show the relationship between mothers’ in utero Medicaid access
and second generation birthweight and gestational length outcomes, respectively.
Focusing first on birthweight (Panel (a) of Figure 8), we see evidence of an in-
crease following the expansions. The point estimates grow over time, reaching 4.7
grams four years after expansion (see Appendix Table A.4). The 95% confidence
interval allows us to rule out effects of more than 8.2 grams and less than 1.2

criteria for major and minor depression during pregnancy and the postpartum period (Grote et al.,
2010). Other potential mechanisms include changes in maternal employment, or spillover effects onto
non-participants.

37We also consider the expansions’ effects on average birthweight and the incidence of very low birth-
weight, which are not examined in the original Currie and Gruber paper. Event study estimates and
robustness analyses are provided in Panels (b) and (c) of Appendix Figure A.10 and Appendix Table
A.6. The estimated effects are suggestive of expansion related declines in very low birthweight. We do
not examine changes in outcomes related to gestational length because prior to 1981 the birth certificate
records have a high rate of missing values for this variable.
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grams. Although the impacts on some of the other infant health outcomes are
less precisely estimated, we see largely similar patterns, particularly at the lower
end of the birthweight distribution (low birthweight and very low birthweight).38

We also see evidence of a decrease in very preterm births in Panel (c) of Figure
9. As discussed in Section IV, low birthweight and prematurity are of particular
interest because they are closely linked to other early and later life health and
cognitive outcomes. Also, low birthweight and preterm births are associated with
maternal health characteristics that are known to have been improved by the pre-
natal expansions (Institute of Medicine, 2017; Miller and Wherry, 2019).39 We
also see some evidence of improvements in small for gestational age in Panel (d)
of Figure 9, which is indicative of gains in intrauterine growth.40

As with the first generation estimates, Figure 10 shows that the second gen-
eration results are, for the most part, similar when we employ the specification
checks described in Section V.A. We only show these for the outcomes that
seemed affected by Medicaid in the baseline results and for gestational length
and preterm, the robustness checks are shown in Appendix Tables A.10-A.11.
Our second generation estimates often have large confidence intervals associated
with them, but across all of these checks the patterns remain very stable, even
if not always statistically different from zero at conventional significance levels.
Excluding the state-year covariates, or adding region-year fixed effects does not
change the results, which again demonstrates that these large expansions were not
correlated in a meaningful way with state-level changes in demographics, policies,
or economic conditions, or with time-varying changes within regions. The figure
also documents similar patterns when we use different weights (mother rather
than child cohort size). We see larger deviations from the baseline estimates
when we do not account for pre-existing differences in state trends (gray circles
in the figure). When we remove control states from our sample, the estimated
intergenerational effects often become larger but more imprecise.41

Appendix Figure A.12 shows the sensitivity of the estimates to additional sets
of state-year controls. During the 1980s and 1990s, Medicaid coverage was also
extended to older and higher income children.If the prenatal expansions we focus
on are correlated with these other childhood expansions, then we might be erro-
neously attributing the observed health improvements among second generation

38The 95% confidence intervals around the year four point estimates for low birthweight (very low
birthweight) allow us to rule out declines of more than 0.27 (0.14) percentage points and gains of more
than 0.03 (declines of less than 0.02) compared to baseline means of 7.52 and 1.45.

39For example, low birthweight has been linked to chronic hypertension, pre-pregnancy diabetes, and
maternal obesity (Institute of Medicine , US).

40The differences in outcomes between treated and control states are evident even in the raw means.
In Appendix Figure A.11 we plot mean outcomes by event time, across treatment and control groups
(solid black and orange lines). The trends are very similar prior to the expansions, and then deviate for
the outcomes for which we find (at least suggestive) evidence of effects – birthweight, low birthweight,
very low birthweight, very preterm, and small for gestational age. These same patterns persist after we
residualize with the state-year controls in our baseline models – shown in the gray and orange dashed
lines.

41We report the coefficient and standard error estimates from all of these robustness checks and for
each outcome in Appendix Tables A.7-A.13.
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infants to their mothers’ in utero coverage when, in fact, the improvements result
from mothers’ increased Medicaid access in later childhood. Most studies esti-
mate the impact of expanding children’s access to Medicaid using a single index
that aggregates eligibility across the length of childhood, without evaluating link-
ages between the in utero and later childhood expansions. In Appendix Figure
A.13, we use the same event study framework to directly estimate the relation-
ship between the prenatal expansions and the childhood expansions, and find no
evidence that they are correlated.42 Therefore, it is unsurprising that our second
generation estimates are very similar when we add measures of later childhood
eligibility to our baseline model (shown in the solid purple triangles in Appendix
Figure A.12).

Appendix Figure A.12 also documents that the results are similar when we
control for mother’s own eligibility during adulthood (open green circles), and
when we control for the second generation’s own prenatal eligibility (open pink
triangles). They are also unaffected when we include the same set of state-year
controls listed in Section III augmented with additional controls capturing the
generosity of welfare and access to family planning services, but measured in the
child’s year of birth rather than the mother’s year of birth (shown in the solid
blue squares).43

A remaining concern with event study estimates is that they may be biased in
the presence of heterogeneous treatment effects across expansion timing groups
(Sun and Abraham, 2020). To alleviate this concern, we implement a new es-
timation method proposed by Callaway and Sant’Anna (2020) that is robust to
heterogeneous treatment effects across groups. Essentially, this approach avoids
using earlier treated units as controls for later treated units (which can lead to
biased estimates). The results are shown in Appendix Figure A.14.44 Across all
outcomes, the results are very similar to our baseline estimates.45 This reassures
us that the baseline event study results are robust to possible treatment effect
heterogeneity.

As an alternative to our main event study model, we also evaluate the impact
of the eligibility expansions using a synthetic control approach.46 This method

42We cannot rule out that changes in prenatal eligibility affected childhood take-up of Medicaid,
however.

43See the discussion in Appendix Section A for detailed information about how we construct these
other eligibility variables. Additional details on the other control variables are found in Appendix Section
D.I.

44We implement the Callaway and Sant’Anna method using R code they provided. We use the same
weighting as in our main analysis (by size of birth cohort) and cluster by state. To simplify comparisons
across estimators, we do not include control variables in this model. Note that our application of this
method continues to use the control states as a comparison group and that some of these states may
have experienced similar expansions in eligibility (i.e. “treatment”) prior to our study period.

45Specifically, with this method, we find that four years after the expansion average birthweight had
increased by 4.2 grams, low birthweight had decreased by 0.09 percentage points, very low birthweight
decreased by 0.08 percentage points, very preterm decreased by 0.05 percentage points, and small-for-
gestation-age decreased by 0.14 percentage points.

46This method offers an alternative way to account for pre-trends; when using this method we do not
de-trend the outcome variables and instead use the matching procedure to find control states that match
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constructs a weighted average of untreated states to serve as a synthetic control
for each treated state, with weights selected to minimize the pre-treatment differ-
ences in the outcome and control variables across the treated state and synthetic
control units, as described in Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010). We se-
lect weights following the Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010) method to
obtain a synthetic control unit for each treated state, then stack the observa-
tions for each treated state and its synthetic control, and estimate an event study
model, following the methods described in Kleven (2021). The results of this
exercise are reported in Appendix Figure A.15. While in some cases the synthetic
control approach produces smaller point estimates, the overall patterns remain
very similar.

Next, we verify that our results are not sensitive to our sample selection crite-
ria. Appendix Figure A.16 shows estimates based on a second generation sample
of higher parity births. This sample generates similar birthweight and low birth-
weight estimates as the main sample, but we no longer observe improvements in
the incidence of very preterm or small for gestational-age. Tabulations we ran
using pre-period data indicate that these outcomes are less common among higher
order births, which may explain the difference. Appendix Figure A.17 shows what
happens when we relax our baseline maternal age restriction from ages 15-28 to
include births to older mothers (recall that this produces a sample that is unbal-
anced in maternal age). Again, the estimates are very similar to those produced
by our main sample.

Finally, we repeat our analysis including only children of foreign-born mothers,
who are excluded in the main analysis, and who we assume were unaffected by the
first generation prenatal expansions, since the first generation was not born in the
U.S. This placebo check is another way of addressing concerns about unexplained
cohort by state specific changes in infant health that are correlated with, but
separate from, exposure to the prenatal expansions. We use the state of residence
at the time of the child’s birth to assign policy and control variables. The results
from this analysis are found in Appendix Figure A.18.47 As expected, we do not
detect any changes in infant health that correspond with the expansions’ timing.

Magnitudes

Our results indicate that the benefits of prenatal Medicaid spill over onto later
offspring. Taken at face value, the point estimate for average birthweight suggests
that the 6.6 percentage point increase in in utero eligibility generated by the 1980s
expansions increased the second generation’s average birthweight by a statistically
significant 4.7 grams, which corresponds to an increase per newly eligible woman

the treated states’ pre-trends. Appendix Section D.IV contains further details on our implementation of
this method.

47We note that the sample of births to foreign-born women is much smaller than the sample of births
to U.S.-born women. For example, in 1980 there are an average of 19,000 births per state to US-born
women, compared to 4,500 births to foreign-born women. Not surprisingly, the estimates for the sample
of births to foreign-born women are accompanied by larger confident intervals.
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of about 71 grams (2 percent relative to the mean).48 This is a bit less than half
of the observed gap in average birthweight between mothers with vs. without a
high school degree at the beginning of our sample period. Comparable estimates
for low birthweight and very low birthweight are 1.8 percentage points and 1.2
percentage points. Of course, the confidence intervals around these estimates
include both much smaller and much larger effect sizes.

Not everyone in the first generation who became eligible for Medicaid under
the expansions actually received coverage. We therefore interpret the estimated
effects per newly eligible woman as “intent to treat” estimates, where treatment
is defined as enrollment in the program. Assuming that the benefits of Medicaid
eligibility accrue only to those who were actually enrolled in utero, and that
there were no effects on those who were eligible but did not enroll, we can obtain
the treatment effect of Medicaid enrollment by dividing the estimated expansion
effects by the estimated increase in Medicaid coverage in Appendix Table A.4
(4.6 percentage points in the fourth year of expansion). Using the point estimates
above, this calculation implies that among the offspring of women whose pregnant
mothers enrolled in Medicaid, average birthweight increased by a little over 100
grams.49 Similarly, the treatment effect estimates for low birthweight and very
low birthweight are 2.6 and 1.8 percentage points, respectively. While some of
these treatment effect estimates are large in comparison to our baseline means,
it is important to recall that the early expansions targeted very poor pregnant
women for whom the incidence of poor birth outcomes was substantially higher
than in the full population.50

We can also compare our estimates of the expansions’ effects across generations.
We note that the first generation receives a direct and clearly defined treatment,
which is access to Medicaid coverage during the in utero period. In contrast, the
second generation’s treatment is the bundle of biological and economic outcomes
experienced by the mother as a result of her access to Medicaid, and subsequently
passed on to her infant. It is therefore not clear ex ante which generation should
experience larger effects, or whether effects must be present at birth in the first
generation in order for the second generation to be plausibly affected. Comparing
the point estimates in columns 4 and 6 in Appendix Table A.4 we see that the
decline in low birthweight experienced by the second generation is about 48%
as large as the effect in the first generation. This is consistent with Currie and
Moretti (2007), who find that the probability of being low birthweight is nearly
50 percent higher among children whose mothers were themselves born below the

48Note that this calculation relies on the assumption that there are no spillover effects of the expansions
onto women who did not gain eligibility. This assumption may be violated if, for example, those who
gained prenatal eligibility shared health information with friends or neighbors who did not gain eligibility,
or if the expansions induced changes in providers’ behavior or policies that affected communities more
broadly. If such spillovers exist, these treatment effect calculations may be biased upwards.

49We obtain this estimate by dividing 4.8 grams by the 4.6 percentage point increase in Medicaid
coverage.

50As noted earlier, our calculations indicate that the incidence of low birthweight among children
living in the lowest income households in the 1981 NHIS was more than twice that of the full population.
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low birthweight threshold.51

Finally, keeping in mind that there are wide confidence intervals around the
estimates, we consider possible implications for the program’s return on invest-
ment. Currie and Gruber (1996b) report that the targeted expansions increased
Medicaid spending per eligible woman by $450 (this cost is estimated in 1981
and we inflate to 2011 dollars). We compare this with the medical cost associ-
ated with lower birthweight averted in the second generation. Based on estimates
provided in Almond, Chay and Lee (2005), we calculate that each additional
gram of birthweight reduces hospital costs by $8.29.52 Our estimates suggest
that first generation eligibility increases average second generation birthweight
by 71 grams, resulting in about $589 in savings per first generation woman made
eligible. Given the amount of time that has passed, we discount these cost sav-
ings back to the period of the initial Medicaid outlays (1981), using the discount
rate recommended by the Department of Commerce for life-cycle studies (3%, see
Lavappa and Kneifel, 2016). For this calculation, we assume cost savings accrue
equally across all second generation birth years.53 This calculation suggests that
the expansions generated average cost savings of $287 per newly eligible woman,
or more than 60% of the cost of the initial investment.54 Even if we use a more
conservative birthweight estimate from the bottom of the 95% confidence interval,
we calculate an average cost savings of more than 16% of the cost of the initial
investment. Notably, this calculation is focused solely on benefits that translate
to the second generation, and ignores any improvements in the first generation’s
health and human capital. The calculation also ignores medical cost savings that
result from any second generation health improvements in later life that are tied
to better health at birth, as well as improvements in later life earnings (and tax
revenues), which have also been tied to birthweight (e.g. Black, Devereux and
Salvanes, 2007; Bharadwaj, Lundborg and Rooth, 2018).

It may also be reasonable to expect that health benefits accruing to the first two
generations will continue to be passed on in the future, albeit incompletely. We
could therefore model the intergenerational benefits of the Medicaid program as
an annuity that pays off once each generation. We assume that half of the benefit
to the mother’s generation is transmitted to the child (as we observe for low
birthweight), and then only half of that received benefit to the child’s offspring,
and so forth, such that the benefit of an investment decays exponentially across

51Other studies have estimated smaller intergenerational birthweight correlations (Black, Devereux
and Salvanes, 2007; Royer, 2009) but importantly, Currie and Moretti (2007) find that poverty increases
the transmission of low birthweight from mother to child.

52Almond, Chay and Lee (2005) estimate that an additional gram of birthweight reduces hospital
charges by $22 for infants in the 2000-2100 gram range in 2000 dollars, or $28.60 in 2011 dollars. Since
hospital charges do not accurately reflect hospital resource costs (due to markups), we deflate this
estimate using national charge-to-cost ratios (Bai and Anderson, 2015) to arrive at $8.29 per gram.

53We estimate cost savings for each second generation birth year from 1995 to 2017 since the first
expansions occurred in 1980 and first generation mothers born in that year reached age 15 in 1995.

54Using the discount rate recommended by the Office of Management and Budget of 0.5% instead, the
discounted value of the benefits is $520 (U.S. Office of Management and Budget, 2016). Details of these
calculations are in the Appendix D.V.
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generations. Applying a 3% discount rate, we calculate that accounting for the
intergenerational aspects of the program’s effects in this way results in estimated
benefits that are more than 30% higher than what would be observed if the
analysis focused only on the first generation.55

Additional Outcomes

We extend our analysis of the intergenerational effects of the Medicaid expan-
sions by looking at additional health indicators, including the presence of congen-
ital anomalies, whether the birth was associated with any abnormal conditions,
and the sex ratio at birth.56 Congenital anomalies are more common among low
birthweight and preterm infants, and have been linked to environmental factors
that are often associated with low income, including poorer access to nutritious
foods, health care and screening (World Health Organization, 2012). Similarly,
some abnormal conditions such as NICU admission or surfactant replacement
therapy could be indicative of underlying health conditions. Our examination of
the sex ratio is motivated by the Trivers and Willard (1973) hypothesis, which
suggests that, because male fetuses are more sensitive to negative health envi-
ronments than female fetuses, improvements in maternal health might dispro-
portionately reduce the number of in utero losses that are male. The results of
these analyses are provided in Appendix Figure A.19 and lend further support to
the hypothesis that the expansions’ health benefits extended beyond the treated
generation. Although there is no evidence that the expansions affected abnormal
conditions at birth, the patterns of estimates for congenital anomalies and the
sex ratio are similar to our main results.

E. Mechanisms

Changes in Fertility or Maternal Characteristics

What are the mechanisms generating these intergenerational spillovers? We in-
vestigate potential pathways using additional information provided in the natality
files. First, we consider changes in the first generation’s fertility. The same (or
related) biological processes that lead to improvements in the first generation’s
health may have also affected the first generation’s fecundity.57 We also consider

55Specifically, we assume the Medicaid investment generates a payoff that falls by 50% in value and is
paid out every 25 years. The present value of such a payoff of size X would be:

$X ×
∞∑

n=0

(
0.5

(1 + r)25
)n.

Since 0.5
(1+r)25

< 1 we can apply the rules for geometric series. Plugging in r = 0.03 for a 3% discount

rate, this simplifies to $X × 1.31.
56Examples of abnormal conditions include the provision of assisted ventilation, NICU admission,

surfactant replacement therapy, antibiotics, seizures, or significant birth injury.
57We are not able to measure total fertility because we cannot observe most of our first generation

cohorts throughout their childbearing years.
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whether the Medicaid expansions led to changes in the composition of women
giving birth: if children are a normal good, then Medicaid induced increases in
the first generation’s earnings might also lead to increases in the desired number
of children. On the other hand, improved economic opportunities might also lead
to delays in childbearing (Brown, Kowalski and Lurie, 2020).58

We explore these potential mechanisms in Appendix Figure A20. We estimate
regressions similar to equation (2), replacing the dependent variable with mea-
sures of fertility or maternal characteristics (age, educational attainment, marital
status and race).59 We find no evidence that the Medicaid expansions led to
changes in fertility behavior; neither the likelihood of having a first birth, nor the
age at first birth, are affected by the expansions. In addition to their statistical
insignificance, the point estimates are very small (four years after the expansions,
there is a 0.3% decrease in the first birth rate and a 0.1% increase in age at first
birth, relative to the baseline means).

We do see some evidence of changes in the characteristics of mothers, partic-
ularly with respect to race. The expansions are associated with an increase in
the percent of births to white mothers (0.7% relative to the pre-treatment mean)
and a decrease in the percent of births to Black mothers (3% relative to the
pre-treatment mean). Since white infants tend to be healthier on average than
Black infants, we consider whether the shift towards white births explains the
expansions’ apparent effects on the second generation’s health. To do this, we
use the estimated effects four years after the primary expansion. Appendix Table
A5 shows that by year four the percent of births to white mothers had increased
by 0.54 percentage points, with a roughly similar decrease in the percent of births
to Black mothers.60 A back-of-the-envelope calculation based on this composi-
tional shift suggests that selection can explain, at most, about 30 percent of the
overall effect of the Medicaid expansion on average birthweight.61 In addition, we
re-estimate our main model directly controlling for mother’s education, marital

58Brown, Kowalski and Lurie (2020) estimate that each additional year of Medicaid eligibility from
birth to age 18 is associated with a 1.2 percentage point reduction in the probability that a woman has
her first child by age 28, but the authors do not examine the effect of in utero eligibility on fertility.

59Three of the outcomes analyzed in this section and the next (Section V.E) – mother’s educational
attainment, prenatal care utilization, and race – were affected by the introduction of the 2003 revision
of the U.S. Standard Certificate of Live Birth. This revised version replaced the 1989 version that was
in use during the remainder of the period covered by our analyses. See Appendix Section D for more
details on how we account for this change in our analyses.

60We appreciate that by year four the estimated effects on racial composition are no longer statistically
significant, but we use these estimates, which are very similar to the estimates in year 3, so as to be
consistent with the focal event year used in the rest of the paper.

61If we apply these estimates to the race specific averages for birthweight (3329.6 for children of white
mothers and 3080.5 grams for children of Black mothers), we predict an increase in average birthweight
of 1.24 grams due solely to the expansion’s effect on the racial composition of births (i.e. 3329.6*.005 -
3080.5*.005). This estimate is 26% of the program’s estimated increase in the second generation’s average
birthweight of 4.7 grams in year 4 of the expansion. We also explore whether the observed changes in
infant health persist when we restrict the sample of second generation births to white mothers (78%)
of the sample. The results, shown in Appendix Figure A21, are very similar to those produced by the
full baseline sample, indicating that selection based solely on race cannot explain all of our findings.
Unfortunately, small sample sizes impede further subgroup analyses.
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status, and race. The results, shown in Appendix Figure A22, are very similar
to our baseline estimates. This is a strong indication that the observed health
improvements are not driven by changes in the composition of mothers giving
birth.62

Maternal Health and Behaviors

Finally, we consider the role of maternal health and maternal health behav-
iors. The results of these analyses should be interpreted cautiously, as health
conditions reported on birth certificates are relatively limited and known to be
under-reported (Lain et al., 2012). Nevertheless, Appendix Figure A23 hints at
the presence of biological pathways. We see suggestive evidence that the pre-
natal expansions reduced the incidence of medical risk factors, which include
diabetes, chronic hypertension, pregnancy-related hypertension, and eclampsia,
among first generation mothers. Consistent with first generation studies that doc-
ument a positive link between early-life Medicaid and later-life metabolic health
(e.g. Boudreaux, Golberstein and McAlpine, 2016; Thompson, 2017; Miller and
Wherry, 2019), the decline in maternal medical risk is driven by a reduction in
pregnancy-related hypertension. As described in Section I, an improvement in
this outcome would be expected to reduce the likelihood of giving birth to a low
birthweight or preterm infant.63

VI. Conclusion

Social scientists have long known that children’s outcomes are predicted by
their parents’ socioeconomic status (e.g. Solon, 1992; Mazumder, 2005), and re-
cent research suggests that health plays an important role in the intergenerational
transmission process (Halliday, Mazumder and Wong, 2020, 2021). The extent
to which the impacts of policy-driven health investments spill over onto later
generations has been largely unexplored, however. Understanding such effects is
important, both because it sheds light on how economic and health status are con-
ferred across generations, and because it provides insights on the extent to which
generationally persistent disadvantage can be ameliorated by policy choices. Fur-
thermore, if safety net programs’ benefits extend beyond treated generations,
then those benefits need to be accounted for in order to accurately assess both
net-costs to the government and their total value to recipients (direct and in-

62It is also possible that marital matching changed. Unfortunately, there is limited information about
fathers’ characteristics provided on birth certificates (age, race, and Hispanic origin), which makes a
direct examination of this hypothesis infeasible.

63Surprisingly, we see some evidence that Medicaid eligibility is associated with reductions in the use of
prenatal care during pregnancy. If anything, this would lead us to expect worse infant health outcomes,
and suggests that the effects would be larger in the absence of this association. We do not examine
changes in alcohol or tobacco use due to limited availability on the birth certificate records for all states
and years. Alcohol use is only available through 2006. Information on tobacco use is available through
2008. This would only allow us to observe women through age 18 and age 20, respectively, if we were to
balance the sample on mothers’ age at birth.
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direct). Neglecting policies’ multi-generational effects could result in dramatic
undervaluation.

Any exercise that seeks to quantify a policy’s multigenerational effects will in-
herently face substantial uncertainty: multigenerational outcomes are measured
generations away from the initial treatment, and the individuals who were directly
affected by a policy early in life have been subject to a multitude of economic,
social, educational and cultural exposures before having children themselves. Fur-
thermore, the factors that generate maternal health accrue over a lifetime, and
the decision whether and when to have children is multifaceted and varied. Given
this, disentangling the exact mechanism(s) is practically very difficult. Never-
theless, such explorations are critical to the accurate assessment of interventions’
benefits, and our results are an important contribution to this effort.

In this paper, we provide new evidence that expanding health related services to
low-income pregnant women has persistent impacts on later generations’ health.
We introduce a new event study approach to analyze the effects of the 1980s Med-
icaid expansions that exploits large, discrete jumps in state eligibility resulting
from a combination of state policy choices and federal mandates. Using this new
approach, we confirm previous studies’ findings that the targeted expansions gen-
erated improvements in the first generation’s birth outcomes. Then we document
that this treated generation went on to give birth to healthier offspring. Despite
the large confidence intervals accompanying some of our estimates, they all point
to a consistent pattern of improvement in second generation health. Moreover,
these results do not appear to be driven by changes in the first generation’s fertil-
ity behavior or selection into childbearing. Instead, the positive spillovers likely
reflect improvements in the first generation’s health and economic outcomes prior
to giving birth. In particular, our analyses suggest that Medicaid-induced health
gains among first generation mothers may be an important underlying mecha-
nism.

Our study offers a new perspective on health inequalities and the potential role
for government intervention. Generational persistence in the impacts of early
life environments suggest that historical differences in fetal health conditions be-
tween advantaged and disadvantaged groups may undermine contemporaneous
efforts to close health and economic gaps. At the same time, our results indicate
that early life health investments have payoffs that extend well beyond those that
social policymakers usually consider. It is notable that Medicaid’s second gener-
ation effects are observed among cohorts who were born during roughly the same
time frame for which recent studies by Aizer and Currie (2014) and Currie and
Schwandt (2016a,b) document large improvements in child health and declining
health inequality. Investigating a more complete range of program benefits to
later generations is an important goal of future work, and is critical in light of
increasing debates about the efficacy of the U.S. safety net.
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Figure 1. : Trends in Prenatal Medicaid Eligibility and Medicaid Coverage at
Birth, 1975 to 1988

Note: Authors’ calculation from the Current Population Survey and Medicaid eligibility rules and from
the National Hospital Discharge Survey. For eligibility estimates, state averages are weighted using the
number of births in each state-year cohort. For coverage estimates, sample weights are applied. All
estimates are reported in percents. See text for further details.
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Figure 2. : Treatment and Control States

Note: See text for further details. Not pictured is Alaska (1982 Expander) and Hawaii (Control). Arizona
is omitted due to the late start date of their Medicaid program.
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Figure 3. : Prenatal Eligibility by Source and Treatment Status, 1975-1988

Note: Authors’ calculation from the Current Population Survey and Medicaid eligibility rules. Each line
represents Medicaid eligibility through each of the state options and federal mandates. Specifically, we
construct this figure by calculating the percent of women who would be eligible under each pathway in
an additive fashion that reflects the order of eligibility pathways from lowest to highest pathway on the
figure. These pathways are discussed in more detail in Appendix Section A. All estimates are reported
in percents.
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Figure 4. : Trends in Simulated Prenatal Medicaid Eligibility Relative to Year
Prior to Large Expansion

Note: Authors’ calculation from the Current Population Survey and Medicaid eligibility rules. Difference
in simulated eligibility from the year prior to the large expansion in each group of treated states is
depicted. The number of treated states in each group is listed in parenthesis. All estimates are reported
in percents. See text for further details.
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(a) Actual Eligibility
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Figure 5. : Event Study Coefficients for Prenatal Eligibility

Note: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born infants of mothers
born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for
each state prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period
years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions
are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s state of birth and mother’s
year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per
capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification
laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year).
Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure 6. : Event Study for Medicaid Coverage Among Labor and Delivery Hos-
pital Discharges

Note: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Estimated for hospital discharges for labor
and delivery between 1979-1988. Regressions are weighted by NHDS sample weights and include state of
birth and year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal
income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and
notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state
and year). Standard errors are clustered by state.
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Figure 7. : Event Study for First-Generation Outcome: Low Birth Weight

Note: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Estimated for infants born in 1975-
1988. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to the event
study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For
control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by birth
cohort size and include state of birth and year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables
(unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for
state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic
controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by infant’s state of birth.
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(b) Low birthweight
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(c) Very low birthweight

Figure 8. : Event Study for Second Generation Birthweight Outcomes

Note: Coefficient estimates for (b) and (c) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born
infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all
observations for each state prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using
all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend.
Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s state of birth and
mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal
income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and
notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state
and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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(a) Gestational length
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(b) Preterm
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(d) Small for Gestational Age

Figure 9. : Event Study for Second Generation Gestational Length Outcomes

Note: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), and (d) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-
born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed
from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is
estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to
estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment
rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental
consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for
each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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(e) Small for Gestational Age

Figure 10. : Event Study for Second Generation Outcomes, Robustness to Alter-
native Controls and Specifications

Note: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), (d), and (e) are reported in percentage points. Estimated
for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and
removed from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this
is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981
to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include
mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects. Unless indicated otherwise, regressions
also include state-year control variables. Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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A Mother’s Eligibility at the Time of Birth and During Childhood

I Additional Details on Prenatal Eligibility and the 1980s Expansions

In this section, we describe in more detail the pathways for prenatal Medicaid eligibility in our study

period. At the beginning of this period, the primary pathway for Medicaid eligibility for pregnant

women was through the AFDC program. To qualify for AFDC and its Medicaid benefit, women

needed to be single parents, and therefore already have at least one dependent child, as well as meet

the AFDC financial eligibility criteria. The solid red line in Appendix Figure A.3 tracks the percent

of women who were eligible for AFDC, and, therefore, qualified for prenatal Medicaid coverage under

this eligibility pathway in the event of a pregnancy.1

In addition, optional state AFDC and/or Medicaid eligibility programs expanded coverage to cer-

tain groups that, while not specifically targeting pregnant women, sometimes included pregnant women.

Some states had AFDC-Unemployed Parent (AFDC-UP) programs, which allowed two-parent families

in which the principal earner was unemployed to qualify for AFDC and Medicaid. In addition, optional

state Ribicoff children programs allowed minors who met the financial standards for AFDC, but did not

qualify due to family structure, to receive Medicaid coverage. Finally, some states also had “Medically

Needy” programs that provided coverage for individuals with incomes higher than AFDC levels but

with large medical expenses. These three eligibility pathways are depicted in the next three lines on

Appendix Figure A.3 – the red dashed line, the yellow dashed line, and green dashed line, respectively.

As may be seen here, these options predated the study period and there was little to no change in

prenatal eligibility under these pathways by 1988.

The focus of our paper is expansions in prenatal Medicaid eligibility that occurred starting in

the 1980s under both state options and federal mandates. The 1980s saw a larger number of states

exercising existing and new options to extend Medicaid eligibility, followed by two federal law changes

that mandated Medicaid eligibility for pregnant women meeting the AFDC financial requirements but

1We construct this figure by calculating the percent of women who would be eligible under each pathway in an additive
fashion that reflects the order of eligibility pathways from the most to least restrictive on the figure (shown from lowest
to highest lines on the graph). So, for example, we calculate the percent of women eligible under AFDC rules only to
plot the solid red line. Then we calculate how many more women would be eligible under the AFDC-UP rules to plot the
dashed red line, and so on.
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not other AFDC eligibility criteria. We describe these changes that specifically impacted prenatal

eligibility next.

First, a number of states offered AFDC benefits, and Medicaid coverage, to first-time pregnant

women, provided that they met the financial criteria for AFDC under an “AFDC unborn” option.

However, the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 (OBRA81) restricted participation for these women

until the sixth month of pregnancy. Following Currie and Gruber (1994), we considered this a source

of prenatal eligibility if the state covered women starting during the first trimester of pregnancy. The

role of the AFDC unborn pathway on prenatal eligibility may be seen in Appendix Figure A.3 in the

light blue dashed line.

Second, despite the OBRA81 restriction on AFDC eligibility for unborn children, states exercised

alternative options under the Medicaid program (rather than AFDC) to cover pregnant women. A new

“Ribicoff unborn” option introduced in 1982 allowed states to provide Medicaid coverage to unborn

children, which meant coverage of pregnant women, whose family income qualified them for AFDC.

This is shown in the dark blue dashed line.

Third, dating as far back as 1966, some states exercised additional options to cover women with

a first-time pregnancy, and pregnant women in two-parent families where the principal earner was

unemployed, as long as the families met the financial requirements for AFDC. We call these options

“pre-DEFRA state options” since they effectively cover the same groups as a federal mandate to cover

these groups under the Deficit Reduction Act (DEFRA, effective October 1984). These state options

are shown in the purple dashed line, and the DEFRA mandated changes are shown in the solid purple

line.

Fourth, some states also had optional rules in place to provide Medicaid coverage to all AFDC

financially eligible pregnant women, regardless of family structure or employment status. We refer to

this as a “pre-COBRA state option”, since the Consolidated Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act

(COBRA, effective July 1986) required states to extend Medicaid eligibility to all pregnant women

meeting the AFDC financial requirements. This state option is in the pink dashed line and the federal

mandate is in the solid pink line.

Finally, the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1986 (OBRA86) authorized states to further expand

eligibility for pregnant women with incomes up to the poverty line starting in April 1987 (i.e. “income

expansions”). States were only beginning to take up this option at the very end of our study period.

As may be seen in Appendix Figure A.3 in the dashed red line, broad income expansions came in late

during the period and were only adopted on a very small scale.

Appendix Figure A.4 displays the role of the different eligibility pathways separately for our treated

and control states. The treated states experienced clear increases in the use of pre-DEFRA state options

starting in 1980, followed by pre-COBRA state options and the introduction of the federal mandates.

The control states were already exercising both pre-DEFRA and pre-COBRA state options throughout

the 1970s, and only experienced very gradual increases in prenatal eligibility during the 1980s.

A potentially important point for interpreting our results is that Medicaid eligibility sometimes

comes with AFDC eligibility, so we may be estimating the impact of both AFDC and Medicaid.

However, the policy changes we exploit in the treated states – pre-DEFRA and pre-COBRA options,

DEFRA, and COBRA – only expanded eligibility for Medicaid and not AFDC. Additionally, while
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control states experience a decline in AFDC Unborn between 1980 and 1982, which also means a

reduction in AFDC, we do not believe our results are generated by this change, due to the fact that

we get very similar results when we omit all the control states in Figure 10.

Each option and the sources for the relevant eligibility rules are listed below. We relied heavily

on the Appendix of Currie and Gruber (1994) for information about the different options for Medicaid

eligibility during this period, as well as the sources used by these authors. We supplemented this

information with additional sources to compile rules for earlier years.

1. AFDC and AFDC-UP: AFDC program parameters and information on the presence of state

AFDC-UP programs for the 1975-1996 years were taken from the Urban Institute’s Transfer

Income Model, version 3 (TRIM3). Using these parameters, we were able to calculate whether

a family was eligible for either program based on state rules, monthly total family income, and

family size. For the AFDC-UP program, we assume that a two-parent family is eligible if the state

had a program and their maximum hours worked were less than 1200 in the prior year. Following

Currie and Gruber (1994), we adjust family income for minors residing with their parents by

subtracting the needs standard for a family of that size. For adults ages 19 and older residing

with their parents, we do not include parents’ income in the eligibility determination.

2. Ribicoff children and unborn options: Information on Ribicoff children programs for 1988 forward

were drawn from materials provided by Bruce Meyer and used in Meyer and Rosenbaum (2001).

Rules for the 1985-1986 years were drawn from the TRIM3 database and for 1983 from the 1983

Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)’s Analysis of State Medicaid Program Character-

istics report. State rules regarding coverage of unborn children under Ribicoff programs, which

meant coverage of pregnant women whose income qualified them for AFDC, were taken from

the 1983 HCFA report as well. We were unable to locate earlier records of these state Ribicoff

programs. We therefore assume that the same Ribicoff children provisions were in place during

earlier years, with the exception of the unborn children, which was established in 1982.2

3. Medically Needy: State Medically Needy thresholds as a percent of poverty were drawn from

TRIM3 (for years 1985 forward), the 1981, 1983, 1984, and 1986 Medicare and Medicaid Data

Books issued by the Health Care Financing Administration, and the 1977 and 1979 Data on the

Medicaid Program reports. For the in between years when we were unable to locate Medically

Needy rules, we impute the values as the average of the thresholds for the years book-ending the

given year. For 1975, we assume the rules were the same as those in place in 1976. Following the

description of state Medically Needy programs in these sources, we include all pregnant women

who were categorically eligible for state Medicaid programs and compare their net income to the

Medically Needy income thresholds for their family size.

4. AFDC-unborn: Prior to OBRA 1981, many states offered AFDC coverage for first-time pregnant

women. Following Currie and Gruber (1996), we consider this as a pathway to Medicaid if

2In 1982, a new Medicaid eligibility category was established for pregnant women by Congress. This is described
by Sara Rosenbaum in her 1983 report “The Prevention of Infant Mortality: The Unfulfilled Promise of Federal Health
Programs for the Poor.” Prior to this new category, it appears that states were able to cover unborn children under the
regular Ribicoff children program, but we were unable to find any additional information about states doing so.
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the state covered a woman starting in her first trimester. Information on the presence of these

programs and whether states included the unborn child in the benefit calculation were taken

from the 1974, 1976, 1978, 1980, 1981 Characteristics of State Plans for Aid to Families with

Dependent Children reports published by the Department of Health and Human Services. For

any policy changes that occurred between reports, we use the midpoint of the dates reported as

the implementation date.

5. Pre-DEFRA state option 1: Separately, a number of states offered Medicaid coverage to first-

time pregnant women from the point of medical verification, provided that they met the financial

criteria for AFDC. Information on this option for all states and the implementation dates are

taken from Hill (1987).

6. Pre-DEFRA state option 2: Some states offered Medicaid coverage to pregnant women in two-

parent families if the principal earner was unemployed and the family met the AFDC financial

eligibility criteria. Information on this option for all states and the implementation dates are also

from Hill (1987).

7. Pre-COBRA state option: Some states offered Medicaid coverage to all pregnant women meet-

ing the financial eligibility criteria for AFDC. Information on this option for all states and the

implementation dates are also from Hill (1987).

II Mother’s Childhood Eligibility

In addition to changes in prenatal eligibility, eligibility for children who were not traditionally eligible for

AFDC and with family income levels exceeding AFDC cutoffs was also expanded starting in the 1980s.

These eligibility changes were first introduced as state options and later by federal mandate. The initial

eligibility changes were more “targeted” (following the terminology first used by Currie and Gruber,

1996) to the lowest income children – those whose families met the income and resource eligibility

criteria for AFDC but who did not otherwise meet the family structure requirements for the AFDC

program. The later “broad” eligibility expansions extended eligibility to children with incomes that

exceeded the AFDC eligibility levels, and are often referred to as poverty-related expansions. Eligibility

levels for children continued to grow during the 1990s as Medicaid eligibility changes continued to be

phased in, and later through the 2000s under optional state expansions to higher income children under

the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP).

Given these concurrent changes in childhood eligibility, we examine the correlation between the

mother’s in utero and childhood eligibility in the paper. We also control for her simulated childhood

eligibility as a robustness check. Each eligibility pathway and the sources for the relevant eligibility

rules are listed below.

For the years 1975 to 1996, Medicaid eligibility is calculated under the eligibility rules for the AFDC

and the AFDC-Unemployed Parents (AFDC-UP) programs, optional state programs (e.g. Ribicoff

children, Medically Needy described above), and both targeted and poverty-related expansions for

children. For the years 1997 to 2006, public eligibility under Medicaid and state Children’s Health

Insurance Programs (CHIP) is calculated under the rules for poverty-related Medicaid expansions and

additional Medicaid expansions or new state programs under CHIP.
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Sources for eligibility rules under pathways related to AFDC, AFDC-UP, Ribicoff children, and

Medically Needy programs are listed in Section I. Information on the poverty-related Medicaid ex-

pansions, and later CHIP-related expansions in eligibility by state, including the population targeted,

implementation date, and income cutoffs were compiled from the sources below. Income disregard rules

by state and year were downloaded from the Urban Institute’s TRIM3 database.

• Maternal and Child Update, National Governors Association: 9/97, 9/98, 2/99, 1/00, 2/01, 2/02,

2/03

• Enrollment Increases in State CHIP Programs: December 1998 to June 1999, prepared by Vernon

K. Smith at Health Management Associates for the Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the

Uninsured, July 30, 1999

• Implementation of the State Children’s Health Insurance Program: Momentum is Increasing After

a Modest Start: First Annual Report, January 2001 report prepared by Mathematica Policy

Research, Inc. by Rosenbach et al.

• Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured (mostly) annual surveys of state Medi-

caid/CHIP programs beginning in 2000: available for years 2000, 2002, 2003-2005, and 2007

III Construction of Eligibility Measures

To construct measures of the mother’s eligibility at the time of birth and during childhood (ages 1-18),

we used detailed eligibility rules compiled for each state during the period 1975 to 2006. Eligibility was

estimated using the year of the eligibility determination and family characteristics, including family

structure, income, and information on parental employment. For measures of prenatal eligibility, we

calculate eligibility during each month of a given year and use the average monthly eligibility level for

that year.

We used the 1977-1989 Annual Social and Economic Supplements (ASEC) of the Current Popu-

lation Survey (CPS) to estimate mother’s eligibility for public health insurance at the time of birth

which is our measure of prenatal eligibility. This measure was estimated using women ages 15-44 and

determining their eligibility in event of a pregnancy by state and year during the period 1975-1988.

To construct a simulated eligibility measure, we drew a national sample of 3,000 women ages 15-44 for

each year and estimated eligibility for this sample using state-specific eligibility rules during that year.

Not all states are identifiable in the 1976 CPS, so, to estimate eligibility for the 1975 year, we relied on

the CPS for next year (i.e. 1977 year of data) and deflate dollar values using the CPI-U.3

We used the 1977-2007 ASEC to estimate eligibility for childhood Medicaid coverage by single year

of age for cohorts born between 1975-1988. We assumed that birth year was equal to calendar year

minus age in order to estimate eligibility by birth year x age x state. These estimates were then added

across ages 1-18 in order to create a measure of cumulative childhood eligibility for each birth year by

state. To construct a simulated eligibility measure, we used a national sample of 1,000 children of each

age for each year and estimated eligibility for this sample using state-specific eligibility rules during

that year.

3In the 1976 CPS, 38 states cannot be separately identified but share state codes with other states.
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B Mother’s Adult Eligibility

When examining public health insurance eligibility for the first generation during adulthood, we con-

sider eligibility for low-income parents under Medicaid Section 1931 criteria in each state, as well as

expanded eligibility for health care coverage for parents and childless adults under both waiver and

state-funded programs. We also consider expansions under the Affordable Care Act. Information on

state eligibility thresholds for coverage for adults for the years 1998-2017 were compiled from the sources

listed below.

• Maternal and Child Update, National Governors Association: 2002 through 2010 reports

• Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured annual surveys of state Medicaid/CHIP

programs: 2002-2005, 2007-2009, 2011-2013, and 2015-2018 reports

• Broaddus M, Blaney S, Dude A, Guyer J, Ku L, Peterson J. Expanding Family Coverage: States’

Medicaid Eligibility Policies for Working Families in the Year 2000. Washington, DC: Center on

Budget and Policy Priorities; 2001.

• Busch SH, Duchovny N. Family coverage expansions: Impact on insurance coverage and health

care utilization of parents. Journal of Health Economics. 2005;24(5):876-890.

• Hearne J. Medicaid Eligibility for Adults and Children. Washington, DC: Congressional Research

Service, The Library of Congress; 2005.

• Indiana Legislative Services Agency. The Healthy Indiana Plan and Health Coverage of Child-

less Adults Across the States. Indianapolis, IN: Health Finance Committee, Indiana Legislative

Services Agency; 2011.

• National Conference of State Legislatures. State Health Programs to Covered the Uninsured,

2009-10. 2010. Accessed May 19, 2014.

• National Conference of State Legislatures. Using Medicaid Dollars to Cover the Uninsured: States

Use of Medicaid Dollars to Cover the Uninsured. 2009. Accessed May 19, 2014.

• Somers SA, Hamblin A, Verdier JM, Byrd VL. Covering Low-Income Childless Adults in Medicaid:

Experiences from Selected States. Center for Health Care Strategies, Inc.; 2010.

Federal law for family coverage under Section 1931 requires that states disregard at least $90

of earned income per month when assessing Medicaid eligibility (Birnbaum 2000). In 2000, most

states were using this minimum earnings disregard in eligibility determinations (Broaddus et al. 2001).

Therefore, we chose to apply this rule for all states for the years 1998-2013. For 2014-2017, following the

implementation of the Affordable Care Act Medicaid expansions, a standard disregard of five percentage

points of the federal poverty level is built into the eligibility thresholds.

We construct a measure of average cumulative adult Medicaid simulated eligibility from age 19 to

the age we observe women at child birth by state and birth year cohort. This measure is constructed

using a sample of adults ages 19-28 from the Annual Social and Economic Supplements (ASEC) of the
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Current Population Survey (CPS). We use a random national sample of 1,000 adults per year of age

and survey year and estimated eligibility for this sample using state-specific eligibility rules during that

year.

C Second Generation’s Own In Utero Eligibility at the Time of

Birth

To calculate the second generation child’s own in utero eligibility (which is the same as the first genera-

tion mother’s eligibility at the time of second generation child’s birth), we use the eligibility rules under

Medicaid Section 1931 eligibility, poverty-related Medicaid expansions for pregnant women, expanded

Medicaid rules authorized under the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, and separate state programs cre-

ated under the State Children’s Health Insurance Program over the period 1989-2017. Income eligibility

cutoffs by state and year were compiled from the sources listed under Appendix Sections A and B.

We use the 1990-2018 Annual Social and Economic Supplements (ASEC) of the Current Population

Survey (CPS) to estimate mother’s simulated eligibility for public health insurance at the time of infant’s

birth. This measure of in utero eligibility was estimated using women ages 15-44. We drew national

sample of 3,000 women ages 15-44 for each year between 1990-2017 and estimated eligibility in event

of a pregnancy for this sample using state-specific eligibility rules during that year.
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D Additional Details on Data Construction

I State-Year Control Variables

In our main analyses we include controls for state economic conditions, demographics, safety net policy,

and abortion policy based on the state and year of mother’s birth (first generation). These controls are

described in detail below. In additional robustness checks, we include these same variables, as well as

several additional variables also described below, at the time of the second generation’s birth.

We include the following demographic controls: the fraction of the state population between the

ages of 0-4, 5-17, 18-24, 25-44, 44-64; the fraction of the state population that identifies as Black and

identifies as a race other than white or Black; the fraction of the state population with a high school

degree, some college, college or more. These were constructed by the authors using the ASEC.

We include the following economic controls: state median household income (from the U.S. Bureau

of Labor Statistics) and unemployment rate (from the U.S. Census Bureau). We include maximum

welfare benefits at the time of the mother’s birth. In addition, in certain specifications, we include

the following measures of welfare generosity at the time of the second generation’s birth: state welfare

family cap; whether the state had an EITC program, whether the state had implemented TANF. The

sources are:

• Crouse, Gil. 1999. “State Implementation of Major Changes to Welfare Policies, 1992-1998.”

Office of Human Services Policy, ASPE, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

• Urban Institute TRIM3 Program Rules for 1990-1995

• Urban Institute Welfare Rules Database for 1996-2017

• NBER TAXSIM

• Tax Credits for Working Families

• Urban Institute Tax Policy Center

• University of Kentucky Center for Poverty Research National Welfare Data, 1980-2017

• Robert Moffitt’s Welfare Benefits Data Base

We include the following measures of family planning coverage at the time of the mother’s birth:

state parental consent and notification laws for abortion and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion.

In addition, in certain specifications, we also include the following at the time of the second gener-

ation’s birth: mandatory delay for abortion laws; income based and duration based Medicaid family

planning waivers; state mandate for private health insurance coverage of contraceptives; an indicator

that emergency contraceptives can be provided over-the-counter; an indicator that minor may consent

to contraceptive services in all or limited circumstances. The sources are:

• Our Daughters’ Decision: The Conflict in State Law on Abortion and Other Issues by Patricia

Donovan, The Alan Guttmacher Institute 1992.
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• “Minors and the Right to Consent to Health Care” by Heather Boonstra and Elizabeth Nash,

The Guttmacher Report on Public Policy, August 2000.

• State Policies in Brief from the Guttmacher Institute on Medicaid Family Planning Eligibil-

ity Expansions, Minors’ Access to Contraception, State Funding of Abortion Under Medicaid,

Mandatory Waiving Periods for Abortion and Parental Involvement in Minors’ Abortions

• Kearney, Melissa S. and Phillip B. Levine. 2009. “Subsidized Contraception, Fertility, and Sexual

Behavior.” Review of Economics and Statistics 91(1): 137-151.

• Insurance Coverage for Contraception Laws by the National Conference of State Legislatures

• Oza, Anjali D. The Economics of Emergency Contraception. 2010. University of Chicago PhD

Dissertation.

• Levine, Phillip. 2004. Sex and Consequences: Abortion, Public Policy, and the Economics of

Fertility.

II Additional Details on Birth Certificate Revision

The variables used to examine mother’s (i.e. first generation’s) educational attainment, prenatal care

utilization, and race were affected by the introduction of the 2003 revision of the U.S. Standard Certifi-

cate of Live Birth, which replaced the 1989 revision that was in use during the remainder of the period

covered by our analyses. State adoption of the revision is staggered over the period. By January 2011,

36 states and the District of Columbia had implemented the revised birth certificate. These states

represent 83 percent of births to U.S. residents (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011).

Starting in 2011, the CDC no longer made available certain data items from the unrevised birth cer-

tificate, including maternal education and prenatal care utilization. As a result, information on these

variables is incomplete, and only available for states that had fully implemented the 2003 revision.

Fourteen states in 2011, 12 states in 2012, 9 states in 2013, 3 states in 2014, and 2 states in 2015 have

incomplete information for these data fields. By 2016 all states had implemented the revised birth

certificate.

In addition, even when the data fields are available, these measures are not considered comparable

before and after the 2003 revision. Prior to the revision, mother’s education was classified into years

of education: no formal education, 1-8 years of elementary school, 1-4 years of high school, 1-4 years

of college, and 5 or more years of college. The 2003 revision classified mother’s education into the

following categories: 8th grade or less; 9th through 12th grade with no diploma; high school graduate

or GED completed; some college credit, but not a degree; associate degree; Bachelor’s degree; Master’s

degree; and, doctorate or professional degree. In our analyses, we code high school or less as having at

least 4 years of high school under the 1989 revision, and being a high school graduate or having a GED

completed under the 2003 revision. In addition, changes occurred in information collected on mother’s

race with the 2003 revision including more detailed race categories. Also, beginning in 2003, states

had the option of allowing the report of multiple race categories. These multiple race combinations are

bridged to a single race category for comparability to other reporting areas and years.
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We address the incomparability of these measures after the birth certificate revision by including

in regressions for which maternal education, race, or prenatal care utilization are dependent variables

a measure of the fraction of birth records in that cell (mother’s birth year x mother’s state of birth)

with a revised birth certificate.

III Identifying Labor and Delivery Hospitalizations in the National Hospital Dis-

charge Survey

We identify hospitalizations related to labor and delivery in the National Hospital Discharge survey

using ICD-9 diagnosis and procedure codes and following the method validated in Kuklina et al. (2008).

First, we code all visits with a diagnosis code starting with “V27” (corresponding to live or still births)

or “650” (normal delivery) as discharges related to labor and delivery. Second, if the first three or four

digits of the procedure code falls in the subsequent list, we classify the hospitalization as being a labor

or delivery: “7251”, “7252”, “7253”, “7254”, “7271”, “7279”, “728”, “720”, “721”, “7221”, “7229”,

“7231”, “7239”, “7322”, “7359”, “736”, “740”, “741”, “742”, “744”, “7499”, “724”, “726” or “729.”

These codes are associated with different obstetrics procedures. Finally, we exclude discharges with a

diagnosis code that indicates an ectopic pregnancy or abortive outcome.

IV Additional Details on Implementation of Synthetic Control Event Study Ap-

proach

We assess the robustness of our results to using the synthetic control methods pioneered by Abadie

et al. (2010) and following the implementation procedure described in Kleven (2021). Specifically, we

do the following. First, for each outcome, we match each treated state to a weighted average of the

untreated states using pre-expansion values of the outcome and control variables. This results in two

observations for each outcome per year for each treated state: the outcome in the treated state, and

the outcome in its synthetic control. Second, we stack each set of observations into a single dataset

and estimate the following model, using robust standard errors clustered at the state level, with the

synthetic control unit treated as a separate state:

ynt = α+

3∑
t=−5,t 6=−1

κt1{b− e∗n = t} × Treatedn + δt1{b− e∗n = t}+ µn + λt + εnt (1)

Note that this equation varies from our baseline model described in equation (2) in a few ways.

First, because event times are now defined both for the treated state and the synthetic controls state, we

include event time indicators (λt) rather than calendar time indicators (λb) as in our main specification.

Second, in the synthetic control approach we match untreated states to treated states based on the

state-level controls in the pre-expansion period rather than control for them directly in the model.

Third, we include separate fixed effects for the treated state and its synthetic control counterpart,

analogous to the state fixed effects in our baseline model. Finally, we weight these regressions using

the average number of births in the treated state applied to both the treated state and its synthetic

control counterpart. Our estimates of κt are reported in Appendix Figure A.15.
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V Additional Details on Discounting of Long-Run Benefits

To calculate the discounted value of the second generation benefits, we estimate that in 2011 $s the

value of the benefits from increasing birthweight by 71 grams (our estimated change in birthweight for

each newly eligible woman in the first generation) is $589. We then apply this value of the benefit to

each second generation birth cohort from 1995-2017, and calculate the discounted value of this benefit

between 1981 and each birth cohort. We have chosen 1981 as the reference point because this is the

year for which we have estimated Medicaid costs (Currie and Gruber, 1996). We then take the average

discounted value across second generation birth cohorts to generate a summary measure. We do this for

two different discount rates: 1) 0.5%, which is the discount rate recommended for 20-year studies by the

Office of Management and Budget (U.S. Office of Management and Budget, 2016), and 2) 3%, which

is the discount rate recommended for life-cycle studies by the Department of Commerce (Lavappa and

Kneifel, 2016).
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Figure A.1: Trends in Actual and Simulated Prenatal Medicaid Eligibility, 1975 to 1988
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Notes: Authors’ calculation from the Current Population Survey and Medicaid eligibility rules. All estimates are
reported in percents. See text for further details.
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Figure A.2: Trends in Simulated Prenatal Medicaid Eligibility by State, 1975 to 1988
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Notes: Authors’ calculation from the Current Population Survey and Medicaid eligibility rules. All estimates are
reported in percents. See text for further details.
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Figure A.3: Prenatal Eligibility by Source, 1975-1988
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Notes: All estimates are reported in percents. Authors’ calculation from the Current Population Survey and Medicaid
eligibility rules. Each line represents Medicaid eligibility through each of the state options and federal mandates.
Specifically, we construct this figure by calculating the percent of women who would be eligible under each pathway in
an additive fashion that reflects the order of eligibility pathways from the most to least restrictive on the figure. These
pathways discussed in more detail in Appendix Section I.
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Figure A.4: Prenatal Eligibility by Source and Treatment Status, 1975-1988
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Notes: All estimates are reported in percents. Authors’ calculation from the Current Population Survey and Medicaid
eligibility rules. Each line represents Medicaid eligibility through each of the state options and federal mandates.
Specifically, we construct this figure by calculating the percent of women who would be eligible under each pathway in
an additive fashion that reflects the order of eligibility pathways from the most to least restrictive on the figure. These
pathways discussed in more detail in Appendix Section I.
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Figure A.5: Trends in Second Generation Outcomes by Expansion Cohort

(a) Birthweight (b) Low birthweight (c) Very low birthweight

(d) Gestation (e) Preterm (f) Very Preterm

(g) Small for gestational age

Notes: Estimates for all outcomes other than birthweight and gestation length are reported in percents. Figure plots average values by event time for states that
expanded Medicaid eligibility at different years, and the control states, as denoted by the legend. These averages are produced using first-born infants of mothers born
in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. For treated states, the linear trend is estimated using all pre-period years for each treatment cohort. For control states, we use the period
1975-1981 to estimate this trend.
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Figure A.6: Trends in First Generation Outcomes by Expansion Cohort

(a)Birthweight (b) Low birthweight (c) Very low birthweight

Notes: Estimates for low birthweight and very low birthweight are reported in percents. Figure plots average values by event time for states that expanded Medicaid
eligibility at different years, and the control states, as denoted by the legend. These averages produced using infants born in 1975-1988. For treated states, the linear
trend is estimated using all pre-period years for each treatment cohort. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend.
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Figure A.7: Event Study for Prenatal Eligibility, Robustness to Alternative Controls and Specifications
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(a) Actual Eligibility
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(b) Simulated Eligibility

Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born infants of mothers born in
1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to the
event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states,
we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and
include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables
(unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental
consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and
year) except where otherwise noted. Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.8: Event Study for Prenatal Eligibility, Robustness to using a Pooled National Sample to
Calculate Eligibility Measure
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Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born infants of mothers born in
1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to the
event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states,
we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and
include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables
(unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental
consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and
year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.9: Event Study for Prenatal Eligibility, Robustness to Controls for Mother’s Eligibility at
Other Ages, Second Generation’s Own Prenatal Eligibility, and State-Year Controls in Second Gener-
ation
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(a) Actual Eligibility
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(b) Simulated Eligibility

Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born infants of mothers born in
1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to the
event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states,
we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and
include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables
(unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental
consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and
year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.10: Event Study for First Generation Outcomes, Robustness to Alternative Controls and
Specifications

(a) Low birthweight

(b) Birthweight

(c) Very low birthweight

Notes: Coefficient estimates for low birthweight and very low birthweight are reported in percentage points. Estimated
for infants born in 1975-1988. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to
the event study estimation except where otherwise noted. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years
for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by birth
cohort size and include state of birth and year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment
rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and
notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year) except
where otherwise noted. Standard errors are clustered by infant’s state of birth.
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Figure A.11: Trends in Second Generation Outcomes across Treated and Control States, Detrended and Residualized
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Notes: Estimates for all outcomes other than birthweight and gestation length are reported in percents. Figure plots average values by event time for treated and
control states, as denoted by the legend. These averages are produced using first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. For treated states, the
linear trend is estimated using all pre-period years for each treatment cohort. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. To residualize, we
regress each de-trended outcome on the state by year controls in our baseline model, take the residual, and add back the state-specific pre-period mean.
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Figure A.12: Event Study for Second Generation Outcomes, Robustness to Controls for Mother’s
Eligibility at Other Ages, Second Generation’s Own Prenatal Eligibility, and State-Year Controls in
Second Generation
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(c) Very low birthweight
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(d) Gestational length
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(e) Preterm
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(f) Very Preterm
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(g) Small for Gestational Age

Notes: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), (e), (f), and (g) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born
infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations
for each state prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each
state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second
generation birth cohort size and include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for
state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4,
indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic
controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.25



Figure A.13: Event Study for Childhood Eligibility
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(b) Simulated Eligibility

Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born infants of mothers born in
1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to the
event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states,
we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and
include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables
(unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental
consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and
year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.14: Event Study for Second Generation Outcomes, Robustness to Callaway and Sant’Anna

(a) Birthweight (b) Low Birthweight

(c) Very Low Birthweight (d) Gestation

(d) Preterm (e) Very Preterm

(e) Small for Gestational Age

Notes: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), (e), (f), and (g) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born
infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations
for each state prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each
state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second
generation birth cohort size. Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.15: “Stacked” Synthetic Control Event Studies
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Notes: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), (e), (f), and (g) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born
infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. We generate a “synthetic control” for each treated state as a
weighted average of the untreated states based on pre-treatment values of the outcome variable and the socio-economic
and demographic control variables. We then stack the treated units and their synthetic controls and estimate an event
study model that includes indicators for state, event time, and event time interacted with an indicator that the state is
the “treated” rather than the “synthetic control” unit. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size.
Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.16: Event Study for Second Generation Outcomes, Parity=2+
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Notes: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), (e), (f), and (g) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for infants of
mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each
state and parity group prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period
years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by
second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and
controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family
of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and
demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.17: Event Study for Second Generation Outcomes, All Mom Ages
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Notes: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), (e), (f), and (g) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born
infants of mothers born in 1975-1988. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state
prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For
control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth
cohort size and include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year
variables (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for
state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for
each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.30



Figure A.18: Event Study Coefficients for Second Generation Outcomes, Foreign-Born Mothers Only
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Notes: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), (e), (f), and (g) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born
infants of mothers born outside of the U.S. in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. We use the state of residence at child’s birth
rather than mother’s state of birth to assign policy and control variable information. Pre-period trend is estimated and
removed from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated
using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend.
Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s state of residence and mother’s
year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per capita,
maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid
restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s
state of residence. 31



Figure A.19: Event Study for Second Generation Outcomes, Other Outcomes
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Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born infants of mothers born in
1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to the
event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states,
we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and
include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables
(unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental
consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and
year). An additional control for the share of births with missing information for each type of outcome is included.
Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.20: Event Study for Fertility Outcomes and Maternal Characteristics
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Notes: Coefficient estimates for (a), (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born infants of
mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to
the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use
the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per
capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid
restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of
birth. Additional controls for the share of births with revised birth certificate records are included for education and race
outcomes, and the share of births with birth certificate records allowing for the report of multiple race categories are included for
the race outcomes. Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.21: Event Study for Second Generation Outcomes, White Births Only
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Notes: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), (e), (f), and (g) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born infants of
mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to
the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use
the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per
capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid
restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of
birth.
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Figure A.22: Event Study for Second Generation Outcomes, Robustness to Controlling for Mother’s
Demographics
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Notes: Coefficient estimates for (b), (c), (e), (f), and (g) are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born infants of
mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to
the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use
the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per
capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid
restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year). We also include controls for mother’s education,
marital status, and race. Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
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Figure A.23: Event Study for Second Generation Outcomes, Mother’s Health Behaviors and Health
Outcomes
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(h) Eclampsia

Notes: Coefficient estimates for all outcomes other than number of prenatal visits are reported in percentage points.
Estimated for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and
removed from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated
using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend.
Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of
birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum
welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid
restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year). An additional control for the share of births
with revised birth certificate records is included for the outcomes related to prenatal care utilization. Standard errors
are clustered by mother’s state of birth. 36



Table A.1: Replication of Currie and Gruber (1996) Low Birth Weight Result Using Simulated Eligi-
bility IV Approach

Currie and Gruber (1996) Replication Cluster by Add State Weight by
Table 3 State Controls # Births

All Expansions

Prenatal eligibility -4.347* -5.854∗∗ -5.854 -5.329 -7.914∗

(2.601) (2.927) (5.006) (4.797) (4.057)
Mean Y 68.12 68.09 68.09 68.09 68.96
N 700 700 700 700 700

Targeted Expansions

Prenatal eligibility, targeted -17.81∗∗∗ -16.126∗∗∗ -16.126∗∗ -15.627∗∗ -11.578∗∗

(4.294) (3.816) (6.543) (6.747) (5.117)
Mean Y 68.12 68.09 68.09 68.09 68.96
N 700 700 700 700 700

Notes: The dependent variable is the number of low birth weight births per 1000 births. Models are
estimated for all births born between 1979-1992. All models include include state of birth and year
of birth fixed effects. Where noted, regressions are weighted by the birth cohort size and controls for
state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a
family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions
for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by
infant’s state of birth, where noted. Significance levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.2: Infant Health, Fertility, Maternal Characteristics, Eligibility, and Controls in Base Year

Full Sample Treated States Control States

First Generation Infant Health Outcomes
Low Birthweight 7.28 7.44 7.08

Second Generation Infant Health Outcomes
Birthweight 3286.69 3276.99 3296.67
Low Birthweight 7.22 7.52 6.92
Very Low Birthweight 1.39 1.45 1.32
Gestational Length 39.08 39.02 39.14
Preterm 10.62 11.17 10.05
Very Preterm 0.76 0.82 0.70
Small for Gestational Age 11.14 11.25 11.03
Second Generation Fertility Outcomes
First Birth Rate 59.36 62.28 56.34
Age at First Birth 21.44 21.38 21.50

Second Generation Maternal Characteristics
High School Education 73.84 73.13 74.57
Married 49.69 51.68 47.65
White 78.71 77.15 80.32
Black 19.31 21.27 17.28
Other 1.98 1.59 2.40
Any Prental Care 98.99 98.99 98.98
Num Prental Visits 11.57 11.57 11.55
1st Trimester Prental 79.46 79.39 79.54
Any Medical Risk Factor 7.93 8.43 7.41
Diabetes 1.81 1.82 1.79
Chronic Hypertension 0.58 0.62 0.53
Pregnancy-Related Hypertension 5.45 5.90 4.98
Eclampsia 0.56 0.58 0.54

State Demographics
Married 45.26 45.52 44.98
Black 12.23 14.51 9.87
Other 1.75 1.06 2.45
High School Drop Out 33.27 34.86 31.62
High School Education 37.59 36.68 38.52
Some College 23.88 23.26 24.51
Population Age 0-4 19.56 19.89 19.23
Population Age 5-17 23.14 23.61 22.66
Population Age 18-24 12.97 13.14 12.79
Population Age 25-44 26.04 26.13 25.94
Population Age 45-64 20.20 19.69 20.73

State Economic and Policy Variables
Unemployment Rate 8.33 7.30 9.39
Income per Capita 27.55 26.32 28.83
Max AFDC Benefits for Fam of 4 1235.74 1038.43 1438.86
Whether Consent/Notification for Abortion 0 0 0
Whether Medicaid covers Abortion 0 0 0

Medicaid Generosity
Actual Prenatal Eligibility 11.63 8.46 14.90
Simulated Prenatal Eligibility 12.64 9.36 16.02

Number of States 50 28 22

Notes: All proportions are multiplied by 100. First generation outcomes means estimated using a sample of first-born
infants of mothers born in 1975 and ages 15-28 at child birth and weighted by size of maternal birth cohort. Means
of second generation outcomes, state demographics, state economic and policy variables, and Medicaid generosity
estimated using a sample of first-born infants of mothers born in 1975 and ages 15-28 at child birth and weighted by
the second generation birth cohort size.
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Table A.3: Characteristics of Women Gaining Eligibility In Treatment vs. Control States

Treatment States Control States

Family Income, 1981 $ (SD) 3,586.98 5,860.73
(3,138.10) (3,016.36)

Less than 50% FPL, % 46.6 12.9
Less than 100% FPL, % 85.2 60.0
Married, % 28.0 34.9
Number of kids, N (SD) 0.81 1.11

(1.33) (1.39)
White race, % 77.0 81.8
Black race, % 18.8 12.6
Other race, % 4.2 5.5
Employed, % 48.8 54.1

Notes: Data are weighted means from the 1981-1989 ASEC IPUMS-CPS. Means for treatment states are calculated for
women who are eligible during post-period but were not eligible under the rules in place in the last pre-treatment year.
Means for control states are calculated for women who are eligible during 1982-1988 but were not eligible under the rules
in place in 1981.
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Table A.4: Event Study Estimates on Eligibility, Coverage, and Health Outcomes

First Stage First Gen. Second Generation
Actual Simulated Coverage Low Birth Birth Low Birth Very Low Gestation Preterm Very Small for

Eligibility Eligibility At Birth Weight Weight Weight Birth Weight Length Preterm Gest Age

Event Time 3 6.013∗∗∗ 6.578∗∗∗ 4.6*** -0.247∗∗∗ 4.678∗∗ -0.118 -0.081∗∗∗ 0.002 0.075 -0.046 -0.195∗∗

(1.171) (1.094) (1.4) (0.077) (1.780) (0.075) (0.029) (0.009) (0.115) (0.028) (0.084)

Event Time 2 5.735∗∗∗ 6.047∗∗∗ 5.7∗∗∗ -0.236∗∗∗ 3.592∗∗ -0.088 -0.036 -0.003 0.078 -0.044∗∗ -0.165∗

(0.952) (0.859) (1.1) (0.055) (1.755) (0.094) (0.027) (0.008) (0.087) (0.019) (0.097)

Event Time 1 5.789∗∗∗ 5.752∗∗∗ 3.7∗∗∗ -0.134∗∗∗ 1.878∗ -0.033 -0.053∗ -0.000 0.074 -0.048∗∗ -0.066
(0.906) (0.796) (0.9) (0.042) (0.969) (0.065) (0.028) (0.007) (0.082) (0.023) (0.069)

Event Time 0 4.856∗∗∗ 4.677∗∗∗ 2.6∗∗∗ -0.100∗∗ -0.071 0.015 -0.045∗ 0.005 0.006 -0.063∗∗∗ 0.017
(0.551) (0.528) (0.7) (0.039) (1.470) (0.079) (0.024) (0.009) (0.116) (0.019) (0.080)

Event Time -1 Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted

Event Time -2 -0.342 -0.524 -0.7 -0.034 -0.518 -0.004 -0.004 -0.002 -0.011 -0.004 0.087
(0.491) (0.544) (0.8) (0.039) (1.080) (0.046) (0.026) (0.006) (0.074) (0.021) (0.074)

Event Time -3 -0.310 -0.356 -0.9 0.000 0.806 -0.035 0.027 0.011∗ -0.093 -0.008 0.001
(0.591) (0.573) (0.9) (0.039) (1.672) (0.055) (0.023) (0.006) (0.090) (0.022) (0.096)

Event Time -4 -0.193 0.035 -0.5 0.043 -0.473 0.067 0.053∗∗ -0.002 0.016 0.024 0.000
(0.640) (0.572) (1.2) (0.049) (1.234) (0.054) (0.024) (0.006) (0.093) (0.021) (0.068)

Event Time -5 -0.537 0.265 -1.7 0.034 -0.088 0.051 -0.001 0.008 0.013 -0.010 0.018
(0.774) (0.612) (1.6) (0.057) (1.208) (0.052) (0.027) (0.006) (0.111) (0.023) (0.072)

Mean Y – Overall Sample 14 15 16.8 6.92 3257.81 7.61 1.44 38.93 10.68 0.77 11.51
Mean Y – Treated States in 1975 8.46 9.36 14.3 7.44 3276.99 7.52 1.45 39.02 11.17 0.82 11.25
N 700 700 187,488 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700

Notes: Coefficient estimates for all outcomes other than birth weight and gestation length are reported in percentage points. Models of eligibility and first generation low
birthweight estimated for all infants born 1975-1988. Model of coverage uses hospital discharges related to labor and delivery for 1979-1988. Models of second generation
health outcomes estimated for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each
state prior to the event study estimation for all outcomes except coverage. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states,
we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by birth cohort size or survey weights where applicable and include state and year of birth
(first generation) or mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects (second generation). All models include controls for state-year variables (unemployment
rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for
abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by state of birth (first generation) or mother’s state of birth (second generation).
We report the mean of the outcome variable without de-trending for the full sample and for treated states in 1975 (for coverage we use the first year of data available:
1979). Significance levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.5: Event Study Estimates on Fertility Outcomes and Maternal Characteristics

First Birth Age at High School Married White Black Other
Rate First Birth Education

Event Time 3 -0.190 0.028 -0.524 0.390 0.539 -0.549 0.010
(0.515) (0.032) (0.484) (0.308) (0.386) (0.388) (0.104)

Event Time 2 0.172 0.011 -0.524 0.280 0.491∗ -0.551∗ 0.059
(0.416) (0.023) (0.383) (0.229) (0.280) (0.281) (0.094)

Event Time 1 0.098 -0.008 -0.362 0.155 0.354∗∗ -0.388∗∗ 0.034
(0.405) (0.021) (0.276) (0.196) (0.173) (0.185) (0.068)

Event Time 0 0.084 -0.008 -0.228 0.076 0.111 -0.150 0.039
(0.318) (0.009) (0.195) (0.182) (0.166) (0.158) (0.047)

Event Time -1 Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted

Event Time -2 -0.071 0.024∗ 0.264 0.125 -0.123 0.088 0.035
(0.158) (0.013) (0.170) (0.134) (0.131) (0.124) (0.078)

Event Time -3 -0.129 0.024 0.144 0.137 0.015 -0.004 -0.011
(0.249) (0.018) (0.263) (0.224) (0.165) (0.180) (0.072)

Event Time -4 0.094 0.032∗ 0.241 0.219 0.008 0.019 -0.027
(0.255) (0.016) (0.292) (0.213) (0.179) (0.195) (0.081)

Event Time -5 -0.131 0.020 -0.038 -0.096 -0.146 0.074 0.072
(0.342) (0.019) (0.403) (0.312) (0.237) (0.244) (0.109)

Mean Y – Overall Sample 54.69 21.67 74.87 42.50 77.76 19.70 2.54
Mean Y – Treated States in 1975 62.28 21.38 73.13 51.68 77.15 21.27 1.59
N 700 700 700 700 700 700 700

Notes: Coefficient estimates for all outcomes other than age at first birth are reported in percentage points. Estimated for first-born
infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. Pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state
prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we
use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by second generation birth cohort size and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects and controls for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per
capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid
restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year). Additional controls for the share of births with revised
birth certificate records are included for education and race outcomes, and the share of births with birth certificate records allowing
for the report of multiple race categories are included for the race outcomes. Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth.
We report the mean of the outcome variable without de-trending. Significance levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.6: Event Study Estimates on First Generation Health

Birthweight Low Very Low
Birthweight Birthweight

Event Time 3 1.200 -0.247∗∗∗ -0.065∗∗

(2.764) (0.077) (0.029)

Event Time 2 1.437 -0.236∗∗∗ -0.052∗∗

(2.233) (0.055) (0.023)

Event Time 1 0.440 -0.134∗∗∗ -0.014
(1.830) (0.042) (0.017)

Event Time 0 -0.842 -0.100∗∗ -0.018
(1.583) (0.039) (0.016)

Event Time -1 Omitted Omitted Omitted

Event Time -2 0.163 -0.034 -0.004
(1.312) (0.039) (0.018)

Event Time -3 -1.185 0.000 0.003
(1.705) (0.039) (0.021)

Event Time -4 -1.284 0.043 0.032
(1.870) (0.049) (0.025)

Event Time -5 -2.098 0.034 0.003
(2.446) (0.057) (0.021)

Mean Y - Overall Sample 3338.34 6.92 1.18
Mean Y - Treated States in 1975 3302.71 7.44 1.19
N 700 700 700

Notes: Coefficient estimates for low birthweight and very low birthweight are reported in percentage points. Models are

estimated for all infants born 1975-1988. The dependent variables are the average birthweight, the percent low

birthweight, and the percent very low birthweight in each state by year of birth cell. Pre-period trend is estimated and

removed from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation. For treated states, this is estimated in

using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. All

models include include state of birth and year of birth fixed effects. Regressions are weighted by the birth cohort size

and control for state-year variables (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a

family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and

demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by infant’s state of birth. We report the

mean of the outcome variable without de-trending for the full sample and for treated states in 1975 (for coverage we use

the first year of data available: 1979). Significance levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.7: Event Study Estimates on Second Generation Birthweight, Robustness Checks

No State*Year Control Don’t Mother Cohort No Control
Baseline Controls Reg*Year FE Detrend Weights States

3 4.678∗∗ 4.372∗∗ 2.735 2.169 4.919∗∗∗ 7.928∗∗∗

(1.780) (1.991) (1.985) (1.387) (1.779) (2.018)

2 3.592∗∗ 3.477∗ 2.082 2.440∗ 3.538∗∗ 6.254∗∗∗

(1.755) (1.907) (1.810) (1.347) (1.732) (2.100)

1 1.878∗ 1.485 0.358 0.536 1.883∗ 4.041∗∗

(0.969) (1.055) (1.261) (1.007) (0.972) (1.462)

0 -0.071 -0.580 -1.009 -1.085 0.037 1.470
(1.470) (1.428) (1.634) (1.470) (1.435) (1.714)

-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)

-2 -0.518 -0.657 -0.553 -0.373 -0.351 -0.908
(1.080) (1.137) (1.323) (1.121) (1.078) (1.299)

-3 0.806 -0.121 0.837 -0.600 1.057 0.039
(1.672) (1.694) (1.913) (1.413) (1.605) (2.339)

-4 -0.473 -1.257 -0.487 -1.545 -0.440 -1.513
(1.234) (1.296) (1.690) (1.507) (1.212) (2.930)

-5 -0.088 -1.058 0.154 -1.232 0.024 -0.420
(1.208) (1.264) (1.657) (1.502) (1.223) (2.937)

N 700 700 700 700 700 392

Notes: Models of second generation health outcomes estimated for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988
and ages 15-28. The pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to the
event study estimation for all outcomes except where noted. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period
years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted
by birth cohort size except where noted and include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects
(second generation). All models include controls for state-year variables except where noted (unemployment rate,
personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and
notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year).
Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth. Significance levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.8: Event Study Estimates on Second Generation Low Birthweight, Robustness Checks

No State*Year Control Don’t Mother Cohort No Control
Baseline Controls Reg*Year FE Detrend Weights States

3 -0.118 -0.090 -0.085 -0.062 -0.120 -0.233∗∗

(0.075) (0.069) (0.079) (0.053) (0.075) (0.090)

2 -0.088 -0.064 -0.084 -0.062 -0.085 -0.201∗

(0.094) (0.090) (0.092) (0.070) (0.094) (0.098)

1 -0.033 0.000 0.013 -0.001 -0.031 -0.112
(0.065) (0.056) (0.065) (0.048) (0.065) (0.076)

0 0.015 0.039 0.037 0.042 0.021 -0.054
(0.079) (0.072) (0.081) (0.071) (0.076) (0.087)

-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)

-2 -0.004 0.013 0.021 0.002 -0.008 0.006
(0.046) (0.045) (0.052) (0.047) (0.045) (0.064)

-3 -0.035 -0.004 -0.016 0.011 -0.041 -0.030
(0.055) (0.053) (0.064) (0.058) (0.055) (0.083)

-4 0.067 0.091∗ 0.094 0.102∗ 0.062 0.106
(0.054) (0.048) (0.063) (0.055) (0.053) (0.074)

-5 0.051 0.080 0.098 0.096∗ 0.046 0.082
(0.052) (0.048) (0.059) (0.050) (0.054) (0.088)

N 700 700 700 700 700 392

Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Models of second generation health outcomes estimated
for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. The pre-period trend is estimated and removed
from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation for all outcomes except where noted. For
treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-
1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by birth cohort size except where noted and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects (second generation). All models include controls for state-year
variables except where noted (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family
of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and
demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth. Significance
levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.9: Event Study Estimates on Second Generation Very Low Birthweight, Robustness Checks

No State*Year Control Don’t Mother Cohort No Control
Baseline Controls Reg*Year FE Detrend Weights States

3 -0.081∗∗∗ -0.080∗∗∗ -0.081∗∗ -0.042∗ -0.086∗∗∗ -0.065
(0.029) (0.027) (0.032) (0.023) (0.030) (0.046)

2 -0.036 -0.036 -0.034 -0.007 -0.040 -0.033
(0.027) (0.027) (0.029) (0.023) (0.029) (0.036)

1 -0.053∗ -0.053∗∗ -0.052∗ -0.033 -0.059∗∗ -0.052
(0.028) (0.025) (0.030) (0.023) (0.028) (0.034)

0 -0.045∗ -0.035∗ -0.025 -0.028 -0.050∗∗ -0.052∗

(0.024) (0.020) (0.025) (0.022) (0.023) (0.027)

-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)

-2 -0.004 -0.007 -0.006 -0.013 -0.007 -0.011
(0.026) (0.025) (0.029) (0.026) (0.026) (0.031)

-3 0.027 0.027 0.030 0.019 0.023 0.003
(0.023) (0.023) (0.026) (0.023) (0.023) (0.031)

-4 0.053∗∗ 0.049∗∗ 0.068∗∗ 0.033 0.052∗∗ 0.020
(0.024) (0.024) (0.028) (0.023) (0.024) (0.035)

-5 -0.001 0.001 0.001 -0.017 -0.002 -0.054
(0.027) (0.022) (0.030) (0.025) (0.027) (0.033)

N 700 700 700 700 700 392

Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Models of second generation health outcomes estimated
for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. The pre-period trend is estimated and removed
from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation for all outcomes except where noted. For
treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-
1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by birth cohort size except where noted and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects (second generation). All models include controls for state-year
variables except where noted (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family
of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and
demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth. Significance
levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.10: Event Study Estimates on Second Generation Gestational Length, Robustness Checks

No State*Year Control Don’t Mother Cohort No Control
Baseline Controls Reg*Year FE Detrend Weights States

3 0.002 0.006 0.001 0.014∗ 0.003 0.030∗∗

(0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (0.008) (0.009) (0.014)

2 -0.003 0.001 -0.004 0.012∗ -0.001 0.018
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.006) (0.008) (0.013)

1 -0.000 0.001 -0.002 0.008 0.000 0.017
(0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.007) (0.011)

0 0.005 0.004 0.002 0.007 0.006 0.015
(0.009) (0.008) (0.009) (0.008) (0.009) (0.011)

-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)

-2 -0.002 -0.001 -0.004 -0.007 -0.001 -0.010
(0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.007)

-3 0.011∗ 0.009 0.010 -0.003 0.012∗∗ -0.001
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.006) (0.009)

-4 -0.002 -0.004 -0.001 -0.016∗ -0.001 -0.017
(0.006) (0.007) (0.006) (0.009) (0.005) (0.010)

-5 0.008 0.008 0.009∗ -0.010 0.008 -0.007
(0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.009) (0.006) (0.011)

N 700 700 700 700 700 392

Notes: Models of second generation health outcomes estimated for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988
and ages 15-28. The pre-period trend is estimated and removed from all observations for each state prior to the
event study estimation for all outcomes except where noted. For treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period
years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted
by birth cohort size except where noted and include mother’s state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects
(second generation). All models include controls for state-year variables except where noted (unemployment rate,
personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family of 4, indicators for state parental consent and
notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and demographic controls for each state and year).
Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth. Significance levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.11: Event Study Estimates on Second Generation Preterm Birth, Robustness Checks

No State*Year Control Don’t Mother Cohort No Control
Baseline Controls Reg*Year FE Detrend Weights States

3 0.075 0.090 0.024 -0.066 0.060 -0.016
(0.115) (0.111) (0.112) (0.058) (0.115) (0.179)

2 0.078 0.062 0.027 -0.059 0.067 0.018
(0.087) (0.090) (0.087) (0.056) (0.085) (0.137)

1 0.074 0.084 0.107 0.001 0.063 -0.000
(0.082) (0.080) (0.082) (0.059) (0.078) (0.130)

0 0.006 0.023 0.015 -0.018 -0.008 -0.030
(0.116) (0.110) (0.106) (0.104) (0.113) (0.145)

-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)

-2 -0.011 -0.056 0.012 0.006 -0.020 0.022
(0.074) (0.056) (0.067) (0.066) (0.076) (0.072)

-3 -0.093 -0.149∗∗ -0.076 -0.029 -0.104 -0.002
(0.090) (0.072) (0.089) (0.083) (0.091) (0.118)

-4 0.016 -0.047 0.034 0.090 -0.002 0.101
(0.093) (0.076) (0.085) (0.086) (0.094) (0.116)

-5 0.013 -0.080 0.048 0.103 0.007 0.087
(0.111) (0.079) (0.088) (0.092) (0.112) (0.147)

N 700 700 700 700 700 392

Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Models of second generation health outcomes estimated
for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. The pre-period trend is estimated and removed
from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation for all outcomes except where noted. For
treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-
1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by birth cohort size except where noted and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects (second generation). All models include controls for state-year
variables except where noted (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family
of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and
demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth. Significance
levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.12: Event Study Estimates on Second Generation Very Preterm Birth, Robustness Checks

No State*Year Control Don’t Mother Cohort No Control
Baseline Controls Reg*Year FE Detrend Weights States

3 -0.046 -0.047∗ -0.047 -0.034 -0.055∗ -0.015
(0.028) (0.026) (0.028) (0.023) (0.029) (0.031)

2 -0.044∗∗ -0.046∗∗ -0.051∗∗ -0.037∗∗ -0.052∗∗∗ -0.016
(0.019) (0.018) (0.022) (0.015) (0.019) (0.028)

1 -0.048∗∗ -0.047∗∗ -0.042∗ -0.043∗∗ -0.056∗∗ -0.035
(0.023) (0.021) (0.024) (0.019) (0.023) (0.033)

0 -0.063∗∗∗ -0.055∗∗∗ -0.051∗∗ -0.053∗∗∗ -0.068∗∗∗ -0.055∗∗

(0.019) (0.018) (0.020) (0.018) (0.020) (0.022)

-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)

-2 -0.004 -0.002 -0.003 -0.005 -0.008 -0.000
(0.021) (0.022) (0.022) (0.022) (0.023) (0.025)

-3 -0.008 0.000 -0.009 -0.009 -0.011 -0.008
(0.022) (0.020) (0.022) (0.019) (0.021) (0.024)

-4 0.024 0.027 0.022 0.014 0.024 0.002
(0.021) (0.023) (0.023) (0.020) (0.021) (0.025)

-5 -0.010 -0.012 -0.014 -0.022 -0.012 -0.039∗

(0.023) (0.019) (0.025) (0.019) (0.023) (0.021)

N 700 700 700 700 700 392

Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Models of second generation health outcomes estimated
for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. The pre-period trend is estimated and removed
from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation for all outcomes except where noted. For
treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-
1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by birth cohort size except where noted and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects (second generation). All models include controls for state-year
variables except where noted (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family
of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and
demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth. Significance
levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A.13: Event Study Estimates on Second Generation Small for Gestational Age, Robustness
Checks

No State*Year Control Don’t Mother Cohort No Control
Baseline Controls Reg*Year FE Detrend Weights States

3 -0.195∗∗ -0.158∗ -0.144 -0.014 -0.210∗∗ -0.261
(0.084) (0.091) (0.098) (0.089) (0.082) (0.167)

2 -0.165∗ -0.137 -0.137 -0.053 -0.162 -0.218∗

(0.097) (0.096) (0.100) (0.080) (0.098) (0.126)

1 -0.066 -0.028 -0.033 0.036 -0.070 -0.093
(0.069) (0.064) (0.073) (0.060) (0.073) (0.098)

0 0.017 0.047 0.022 0.065 0.016 -0.028
(0.080) (0.074) (0.087) (0.072) (0.080) (0.089)

-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)

-2 0.087 0.119∗ 0.050 0.049 0.084 0.067
(0.074) (0.068) (0.084) (0.083) (0.071) (0.098)

-3 0.001 0.064 -0.031 -0.016 -0.017 -0.032
(0.096) (0.097) (0.099) (0.089) (0.090) (0.114)

-4 0.000 0.058 -0.016 -0.016 0.001 -0.003
(0.068) (0.068) (0.092) (0.070) (0.064) (0.128)

-5 0.018 0.103∗ 0.006 -0.012 0.011 -0.047
(0.072) (0.060) (0.094) (0.077) (0.070) (0.158)

N 700 700 700 700 700 392

Notes: Coefficient estimates are reported in percentage points. Models of second generation health outcomes estimated
for first-born infants of mothers born in 1975-1988 and ages 15-28. The pre-period trend is estimated and removed
from all observations for each state prior to the event study estimation for all outcomes except where noted. For
treated states, this is estimated using all pre-period years for each state. For control states, we use the period 1975-
1981 to estimate this trend. Regressions are weighted by birth cohort size except where noted and include mother’s
state of birth and mother’s year of birth fixed effects (second generation). All models include controls for state-year
variables except where noted (unemployment rate, personal income per capita, maximum welfare benefit for a family
of 4, indicators for state parental consent and notification laws and state Medicaid restrictions for abortion, and
demographic controls for each state and year). Standard errors are clustered by mother’s state of birth. Significance
levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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